
�Plants for an
instant lift

�Easy paving
alternatives

�Creative ways
to ill spaces

Root 
pruning 
made easy! 
WITH CHRIS 

BEARDSHAW

PRUNE AUTUMN

RASPBE
for a bountiful crop next year!

December 5, 2015  £1.99

  

10 favourites for 
a stunning show

Top winter
PLANTS!

Revitalise 

Attract more
birds with
homemade
fat bells!

WHAT TO DO THIS WEEK

�  Prepare soil 
for spring
�  Insulate

your alpines

              EASY 
ACERS 

to span the 
seasons!

  Carol Klein
“Keep dividing 
  to stock borders!”
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I enclose cheque/PO payable to
YouGarden (name & address on back) for £__________________
Or charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro card:

Card Security
No. No.

Start Expiry Maestro
Last 3 digits on reverse

Date Date Issue No.

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss First Name Surname          

Address          

Postcode          

Email          

Telephone          

Post to: YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ
ADVERT CODE: GN355

OUR DOUBLE GUARANTEE TO YOU
1. If you’re not totally happy with your order, return it within
30 days and we’ll replace or refund in full.
2. Should any hardy plants fail to thrive thereafter,
we’ll replace free of charge – you just pay the PP&I!

Peter McDermott

Head Gardener

“ Incredible Value! Patio Standard Rose Collection…
Beautifully Fragrant, Premium Quality Elegant Blooms
Enjoy Them All Summer Long For Decades To Come! ”

Massive Order Cancelled! 
Now Yours From £5 Each 
– Less Than HALF Normal 
Nursery Prices – Hurry!

This collection is
superb value for

money – an absolute must
at just £5 each when you
buy all 4 Patio Standard
Roses – that’s less than
HALF normal nursery
prices! They will produce
summer-long displays
of beautifully fragrant
blooms for decades to
come. Also known as
Tree Roses, they are
the perfect way to add
height and elegance to your patio – where a single bush
will make a dramatic fragrant feature – or as a pair of
potted specimens to dress a door or gateway. By ‘top
grafting’ the fl owering variety on to the straight stem of 
the rootstock, thereby giving the height, it takes expert 
growers a full 3 years to produce these gems. This 
unique Patio Standard Rose Collection features 1 each 
of pink, white, red and yellow – for just £19.99 – saving
£20! Or a pair of any colour – half price at just £12.49!

Incredible value for money – just £5 each
when you buy the collection!
Add instant dramatic height and elegance
to a patio, door or gateway
Stunning fragrance all summer long and
blooms for decades to come
Supplied as bare root bushes approx 70cm  
tall, root to tip, with well-formed heads

 MAKES A PERFECT GIFT

PATIO STANDARD
ROSE COLLECTION

4 BARE ROOT BUSHES 

WAS £39.99

SAVE £20.00!!

+PP&I

– NOW –

£19.99

Pink

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
1. Visit: YouGarden.com/GN355

2.  Telephone: 0844 6 569 569
Calls cost no more than 5p per min from a BT landline. Other network charges may vary.

3.   By post using the coupon
YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ
Offer available while stocks last. © YouGarden Ltd 2015

ALWAYS

USE

CODE:

GN355

70cm

TALL

PLANT IN 

AUTUMN FOR 

BEST RESULTS 

NEXT SUMMER

NOW

HALF PRICE 

SAVE

£20!

Yellow

White

Red

Delivery to UK Mainland only. A £6.00 surcharge will apply to the
following postcode areas: AB, BT, DD8-11, GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA27-28,
KW, PA20-80, PH19-50, TR21-25 & ZE. See website for full details.

 ITEM OFFER DESCRIPTION  PRICE QTY SUB TOTAL

 
530199

 4 Patio Standard Roses – 1 Each of Red, Yellow,

  Pink & White  Was £39.99 SAVE £20.00! HALF PRICE! 
£19.99

 
530195

 Pair of Red Patio Standard Roses –

  Was £24.99 NOW HALF PRICE! 
£12.49

 
530196

 Pair of Yellow Patio Standard Roses –

  Was £24.99 NOW HALF PRICE! 
£12.49

 
530197

 Pair of Pink Patio Standard Roses –

  Was £24.99 NOW HALF PRICE! 
£12.49

   These SPECIAL OFFERS go perfectly with your ‘Patio Standard Roses’

 100001 Rose & Shrub Feed – 1Kg Pack £4.99

 120033 Bypass Secateurs Pruners - Double Pack £7.99

 530211
 ‘Best Ever’ Rose Bush Collection 

  Was £19.99 NOW HALF PRICE! 
£9.99

  Join The YouGarden Club and

820001 SAVE 10% ON EVERY ORDER! £10.00

  Was £20, Now £10. SAVE £10 

  Deduct 10% (10p in every £1) if you joined The YouGarden Club

 Add PP&I £6.99

 TOTAL ORDER VALUE Please tick if you prefer not to receive offers other than from You Garden.

Yes, I would like to sign up to the FREE You Garden Newsletter! © YouGarden Limited 2015.

EXTRA BONUS
OFFER!

‘BEST EVER’ ROSE BUSH COLLECTION
Five top-quality bare-root bushes. Repeat flowering hybrid-tea roses

selected for their colour, beautiful fragrance and garden performance.
1 each of red, white, yellow, peach and pink. NOW HALF PRICE!

5 Bare Code
Root Bushes  ONLY £9.99 530211

Red White

Peach

Yellow

Pink

✓
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Britain’s most trusted
voice in gardening

About Now

5 Plant of the week:

Winter-flowering cherry ON THE
COVER

7 Potty about plants:

Carl and Jan Lowe

9 Wildlife watch

9 Weather wise

Features

10 Perfect patios: Create a space

to relax and entertain in ON THE
COVER

14 It’s show time! Plants

with winter pizzazz ON THE
COVER

18 Garden of the week ON THE
COVER

22 Divide plants and grow your

garden, says Carol Klein ON THE
COVER

44 Homegrown: Festive foodie

treats for birds ON THE
COVER

What To Do This Week

25 Plan for summer with the

new-season seed catalogues

26 Protect and prepare alpines

for winter ON THE
COVER

27 Get soil set for spring,

says Martin Fish ON THE
COVER

28 Tools for the job:

Rechargeable radios

29 Chris Beardshaw on the

benefits of root pruning ON THE
COVER

31 Terry Walton’s chrysanths have

finally finished flowering!

32 It’s time to cut back autumn-

fruiting raspberries ON THE
COVER

33 Medwyn Williams is preparing

beds for leeks and celery

The Experts

34 Dave Gillam’s dazzled by

lilliputs and dwarf dahlias ON THE
COVER

36 Nigel Colborn answers

your questions

You and Your Gardens

38 Readers’ gardens

41 Your letters and photos

50 Gardening genius

Offers & Competitions

43 Prize-winning crossword

47 Mellow yellow flowers

for half price

49 Free anemone bulbs for

every reader!

I love it when the season I’ve been

waiting for inally arrives. Following

a mild autumn, this week I had ice

in the water butt for the irst time.

After half-an-hour of clearing out the

greenhouse guttering my hands were

frozen and I had to dash back inside

to search for the pair of thin, old

woolly gloves I like to wear under

my gardening gloves. I soon warmed

up though as I chopped through a

tough rhubarb crown, so I could give

a chunk of it I’d promised

to a neighbour. With jobs

like that who needs to

go to the gym!

Winter’s
here at last!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

£1
an issue!

Go to
p.17

for full 
details!

Look inside!

Garden News Editor

It’s time to
tidy your

raspberries

Make your own 
foodie treats 
for happy birds

Cover image: Helleborus hybridus – Shu�erstock
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A rainbow of late-
season colour in our 
Garden of the week

A last flourish 
of chrysanths 

in our Readers’ 
gardens 

P.18

P.38

P.44

P.32
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A 
whopping 7.2m (24ft)  

tall sunflower in a pot 

has scooped £1,000  

in a national competition. 

Attempting to beat the world 

record, gardener Richard Hope was just 1.4m (4ft 8in) 

short of the current record of 8.75m (28ft 8in). 

Giant-veg grower Richard grows his sunflowers 

against the sunny back wall of his Wigan home using 

large bottomless pots set in salmon boxes, giving  

the plants 75cm (30in) depth of compost. Key to  

his success is his special seed, developed over 35 

years of hand-pollinating his tallest specimens. 

“My strain has evolved a really long season of 

growth, so they keep on climbing right through to 

October,” said Richard. Current world record for 

tallest sunflower is held by Hans-Peter Schiffer, of 

Kaarst-Vorst, Germany, set in 2013, but Richard 

passionately wants the record for Britain. 

OPlant and seed retailer Thompson & Morgan, who

sponsor the annual competition, are now upping the

stakes for 2016. As well as £1,000 for the tallest UK

sunflower, it’s offering £2,000 for anyone beating the

record, jumping to £4,000

if any entrant also uses

T&M’s Incredibloom

fertiliser to do so.

Tel 0844 573 1818

or visit www.

thompson-

morgan.

com

Three-
storey 
lower

EU invests € millions on olive-tree killer

A
disease killing 

olive trees in

Europe is now

so serious the EU is to

spend €7 million (£5m)

on research to tackle

the problem. The move

was announced at an

international conference

of scientists in Brussels.

Bacterial disease Xylella

fastidiosa was first detected

in southern Italy in 2013, but

has already reached southern

France. Spain, the world’s

largest oil producer has, so

far, remained unscathed.

The bacterium infects

plant vessels transporting

nutrients and water, causing

dieback and ultimately

death of the tree.

Xylella is spread by a number of

agents, including

sap-sucking

insects, and

can live on

different host plants,

including lilies

and wild grasses.

It has already been a serious

problem for citrus trees in the

Americas for decades, but then

appeared on Asian pear trees in

Taiwan in the mid-1990s, before

starting to infect olives.

It’s also able to infect coffee plants,

grapes, stone fruit, blueberries,

avocado, as well as oaks, liquidambar

and plane trees among others. The

disease has not yet appeared in the

UK. Experts have dubbed it ‘one

of the most dangerous plant

pathogens worldwide’.

OEurope is the world’s largest

consumer of olive oil, with 28 nations

producing 73 per cent of the oil, but

also consuming 66 per cent of it.

Oil’s not well!

Growing tall –
Richard Hope
with his £1,000
sunflowers

Olive orchards have
been decimated
(above and below)

Under threat – 
olive-oil supplies
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Plant 
OF THE 
WEEK

Winter-flowering cherries are hybrids 
originating from Japan. ‘Autumnalis’ has  
received the RHS Award of Garden Merit.

Subscribe now for £1 an issue! Go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn December 5 2015 / Garden News 5

Winter-lowering cherry!
These cheery, colourful trees remind us of spring, especially on dull days

Y
ou wouldn’t expect to see 

a cloud of pale pink or 

white blossom at this  

time of year, but just as other 

trees lose their leaves, Prunus 

autunmalis puts on a much-

needed show. As days shorten, 

its dainty flowers emerge  

in twiggy, leafless sprays, 

reminding us of spring on crisp, 

sunny days, and lifting the 

spirits on dismal grey ones. 

The trees bloom in mild spells 

between November and early 

spring. Although flowering may 

pause when winter gets cold, 

there are always a few blossoms 

to admire whatever the weather. 

White blossom characterises 

Prunus subhirtella ‘Autumnalis’, 

while ‘Autumnalis Rosea’ has red 

buds and pale pink blossoms. 

Both these ornamental cherry 

trees have good autumn colour 

and bronze-green spring leaves. 

Like all cherry trees, the bark  

is also attractive. Ornamental 

cherries are grown for their 

flowers rather than their fruit, 

but garden birds will appreciate 

the small black berries.

Keep them happy
These cherry trees repay careful 

planting in good fertile soil in  

a sunny position, but they are 

remarkably tolerant and easy to 

grow, and they are very hardy. 

Like all cherries, their roots are 

near the surface and can spread, 

so put them in a deep border  

well away from lawns and paths 

to avoid the roots encroaching.

Ideal for small to medium 

gardens, winter-flowering cherry 

trees tend to be slow growing 

and reach a maximum height  

of up to 8m (26ft).
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Fiery autumn colour 
is followed by flowers 
throughout winter
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Pippa
Greenwood
– sharing veg-
growing tips

James Wong
– promoting
flavour

T
he Edible Garden Show is to return to

Warwickshire in 2016, two years after

a move to London. The popular show,

which reflects everything from plot to plate,

is to set up home again at the National

Agricultural Exhibition Centre at Stoneleigh

Park in March. The celebrity line-up includes

James Wong on tips to ‘supercharge’

home-grown crops and Pippa Greenwood

showing how to grow the best produce with

ease. ITV’s Love Your Garden presenters

Frances Tophill and Katie Rushworth will

dispense advice, while florist Jonathan

Moseley from BBC’s Big Allotment Challenge

will demonstrate how to create edible floral

masterpieces. “Although London was very

successful, many of your regular visitors

will be pleased to see us back at Stoneleigh,”

said promoter Paul Smith.

‘There’ll also be far more livestock at

Stoneleigh than in London. We’re working

with the British Pig Association to bring

s of every British

Actor Stephen Fry has had a

striking new rose named in

his honour. Bred by Norfolk

grower Bill LeGrice, the new

strong-growing loribunda type

produces a mass of wavy-edged

highly fragrant single lowers,

with a varied blend of yellow and

creamy red. Said Stephen:

“What a rose this is. A

shape so bold, yet fragile,

so conident, yet shy…

and the colours!”

O Price £10.95, from

www.rosebuddies.com

or call 01603 784466.

ose is Stephen’s
up of tea

Edible Garden Show
in Midlands return

breed. The Rare Breed Survival Trust will

stage endangered types of sheep and

goats, while the British Hen Welfare Trust

will display various breeds of chicken.”

OThe Edible Garden Show and

Good Life Live takes place on

March 11-13 2016. Under fives free.

Visit www.theediblegardenshow.co.uk

Rare tree
planted at
Darwin’s
home

A
rare conifer Darwin would have 

encountered on his epic journey 

of discovery has been planted  

at his historic home in Kent.

Patagonian cypress Fitzroya

cupressoides, named after the captain of 

HMS Beagle, Robert Fitzroy, was given  

to staff at Down House by the conifer 

conservation unit at the Royal Botanic 

Garden Edinburgh, who obtained a

cutting from a remnant tree in Chile.

The tree, which can live to more than 

3,000 years, is endangered in its South 

American homeland and has almost

been wiped out due to deforestation

as a result of its highly prized wood.

“It adds another tale to the fantastic 

story of natural history told at the home 

of Charles Darwin,” said Rowan Blaik, 

head gardener at the English Heritage-

run venue.

Fitzroya conifers are 
threatened in their native 
South American homeland

Event will have practical 
demonstrations and 
livestock exhibits
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The cypress is 
handed over
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“Cinereum geraniums
are so special!”

How did you get into running

your own nursery?

We’ve been doing it now for 36 years.

I learned about growing from my father and

grandfather, and then went into farming after

school. But there’s more fun and variety in

horticulture, so when we got married we

started up our little nursery. We couldn’t

justify going full time in the early days, but

eventually we’d built it up so much, and one

day asked ourselves whether we

should drop my full-time job

drop the nursery business –

of course, the nursery won!

That was in the eighties,

when we lived in

Shropshire and supplied

garden centres and show

growers, and had a mail-

order business. We’ve

brought this option back

now, thanks to technology

and the help of our children

We won our first medal, a sil

gilt, at an RHS show in the

Westminster Halls many years ago,

which fuelled our fire! We’ve since gone on to

show at Chelsea and at Hampton Court, too.

Why did you move to Devon?

We wanted to make a go of it in a better

climate for our plants – there’s not the frost

there was in Shropshire, which means we can

supply a better and increased range of plants.

We have our kids helping us as well, which

eases the load.

Why grow alpines?

They’re great value plants, which simply

require pocket money to buy. They’re easy to

grow, collectable, long-lived, and only need

good, well-drained soil to thrive.

Why do you particularly love

cinereum geraniums?

They’re beautiful as a low-growing plant, and

if they’re fed during the growing season, put

in the sun, given excellent drainage and not

starved, they will provide you with delicate,

hardy flowers for ages. They’re not invasive

and form neat clumps.

r favourite

rieties?

Melody’ is very strong

flowering, and is a

lovely deep pink.

Delicate and

beautiful,

‘Sophie’

is named

fter our

nddaughter.

e’ has

owers but

is strong and feisty.

‘Sateene’ is named after Nicole

Kidman’s character in Moulin

Rouge! We tend to name them after

songs or people we like or family

members. We currently have eight new

varieties we’ve bred in the pipeline.

O BorderAlpines isbased inHolsworthy

inNorthDevon,andholdsanumber

ofopendays – see itswebsite

www.borderalpines.co.uk fordetails,

and for itsmail-orderplant catalogue

andgrowing tips.Youcanalsocall01409

253654,oremailhello@borderalpines.co.uk

Deep-pink Geranium 

cinereum ‘Melody’

Delicate and 
beautiful, ‘Sophie’ 
was named for their 
granddaughter

Carl and Jan Lowe
Live: North Devon

Work: Owners of Border
Alpines, breeders and
wholesale suppliers of
small herbaceous and

alpine plants
Potty for: 36 years

‘Sateene’ takes its
name from the Moulin 

Rouge heroine

Potty 
About
PLANTS
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Double Ellen
Pink SpottedNiger DoubleDouble Ellen Red SplashDouble Ellen Pink

Double Ellen Picotee

 Helleborus have large, double frilly blooms which defy nature by surviving the cold and gives a dainty appearance. In medieval 

times they were said to be good for breaking bad spells and curses so were often planted next to the front door. Prefer dappled 

shade with well drained soil. Evergreen, deer and rabbit resistant. Height and spread 35cm (14”). Fully hardy perennials. Supplied 

within 14 days as well-rooted young plants approximately 6” from root base to stem tip.

Heavenly Helleborus
 Double Helleborus
rare and usually
expensive

rare | unusual | exciting

HAYLOFT PLANTS, MANOR FARM NURSERY, PENSHAM, PERSHORE, WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HB

Name

Address

  Postcode

Email Tel

SEND THE COUPON BY FREEPOST TO:
Hayloft Plants FREEPOST RTGR-JAGJ-JETG
Pensham, Pershore WR10 3HB

I enclose Cheque/PO made payable to Hayloft Plants Ltd or please debit my Mastercard� Visa� Maestro�

Card no.

Card expiry date

Signature

Start date

CSV

Issue no

By advising us of your email address we will be able to send all of our special of ers. 
Please tick here if you prefer not to receive of ers other than from our company �

 All orders will be personally confi rmed by return with a

copy of our latest catalogue. Call 01386 554440 for your

FREE catalogue.

 Please enter the 
last 3 digits of your 

security code (CSV). 

  To order visit hayloftplants.co.uk/gn or call 0844 335 1088 Order Code GN4915

Call us today 01386 554 440 or visit us on ine hayloftplants co uk

rare | unusual | exciting

UNUSUAL BULBS EXCITING PR CES

Rare
HelleborusCollectionsee page 24

Winter FloweringPerennials

AUTUMN
2015

TOTAL DUE

PLEASE SEND ITEM CODE PRICE QTY TOTAL

5 PLANTS (1 of each) YPHEL05-GN4915 £10.00

10 PLANTS (2 of each) YPHEL10-GN4915 £14.00

P&P (UK ONLY)   £4.95

BUY 5

£10
BUY 5 MORE
FOR ONLY

£4

Gorgeous
winter

blooms and
so easy to

grow
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Some of the best designs
that are on sale now

Pick of the
feeders

With Julian Rollins

I
’m not very good at gift ideas for my

nearer and dearest, but for other people

I often choose something wildlife-

related, like a bird feeder. It will give the

recipient the simple joy of watching garden

birds – and although they might not be as

thrilled about that as I am, at least the birds

also get something out of the deal. 

Here are some of the best designs on sale:

Squirrel Buster Seed Feeder
In our garden squirrels can become a

nuisance, especially when the weather has

been challenging. So, I’ve had

plenty of feeders demolished

over the years, even some that

were sold as ‘squirrel-proof’.

However, the Squirrel Buster

is a tougher customer, clever

enough to thwart even the

hungriest raider. If it’s hung

beyond jumping range (about

50cm/20in), meaning a

squirrel would have to cling

onto it, the squirrel’s weight

shuts the feeder down to

keep its contents safe.

O Costs £24.95  

from CJ Wildlife,  

tel: 0800 731 2820;

www.birdfood.co.uk

Snowy wake-
up call for me!

O
ne of the reasons why the

weather is often a topic of

conversation across the UK is

its variability – and we have experienced

its changeability of late across the UK.

At the start of the week my garden

in Surrey was bathed in an air mass

emanating from the sub tropics and

the temperature didn’t fall below 12C

(54F) at night. Then on Saturday morning

I woke up to find our plants bedecked

in snow after a plunge of air direct from

beyond the Arctic Circle, north of Iceland.

It was the first November snow for me

since 2010.

It didn’t lie long, partly due to the very

high soil temperature that was still

reading 11C (52F) only two days before the

snow fell. By the time I did my weather

observations at 9am the snow was

melting fast. Further north, there were

picturesque scenes of snow-covered hills

and mountains.

Overall though, November 2015 has

been rather dull, damp and mild. On

only three days have I failed to record

measurable rain, and sunshine has been

in very short supply. I’ve been jealous of

Aberdeen which has recorded three times

as many hours of sun as my meagre 20

hours in Surrey.

Over the next week or so it looks like

more of the same with cloudy, south-

westerly winds and rain at times, but

mild and perhaps some more sunshine

for the east of Scotland.

O Visit Ian Currie’s website at  

www.frosted earth.com

With Ian Currie

Ian C
u

rrie

RSPB Ground Protector 
Narrow Mesh Cage
Most gardens have big birds that muscle

in when there’s food to be had. Putting a 

folding cage over your feeder makes life 

a little easier for wrens, robins and other 

smaller feathered friends.

O Costs £21.99 from RSPB Shop, tel: 

0845 120 0501; shopping.rspb.org.uk

Eva Solo 
Glass 
Bird 
Feeder
For the most 

part feeders 

are about 

practicalities, 

but why 

shouldn’t 

they be easy 

on the eye 

too? Designed in Denmark, this ball-shaped 

feeder is a beautiful bit of hand-blown glass 

that’s also tough and simple to wash.

O Costs £40 from Panik Design, tel:  

01908 307020; www.panik-design.com

Fiesta 
Drinker
Birds need

water too.

Seed-eating

species such as

goldfinches or

greenfinches ar

especially thirs

because their d

dry. This little ceramic drinker (available

in red, green, aqua or aubergine) offers

small birds somewhere safe to drink.

It can be hung close to seed feeders and  

is easily cleaned.

O Costs £7.95 from CJ Wildlife, tel: 

0800 731 2820; www.birdfood.co.uk

Hydrangea 
in my garden 
damaged by 
frost and snow
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W
inter downtime gives

us the chance to take

a closer look at hard

landscaping. Paths, patios and

decks all stand out when there is

less vegetation to soften edges

and distract the eye, and it’s the

time when it becomes obvious if

things need a revamp.

There are plenty of things

you can do right now that will

make your patio look like new

– without spending a fortune.

You may not realise just how

much grime has accumulated on

your patio, but give it a thorough

clean and its original

beauty will be revealed.

If you don’t

want to get stuck

in yourself, a

professional patio

cleaning company

can make an old patio

literally sparkle like

new. They use

high-pressure steam cleaners to

lift the dirt and reach the parts

that a normal scrubbing brush

can’t! Or invest in your own

pressure washer. Use it at least

twice a year to keep paving clean

– it can scrape away dirt almost

as well as a professional clean.

Using a cleaning product can

make the job easier too, but don’t

be tempted to use bleach or any

other indoor household cleaner

because this could damage

plants or grass next to the patio.

Jeyes Fluid Path, Patio and Drive

Cleaner, Bayer Garden Path and

Patio Cleaner Concentrate, Patio

Magic and Algon Organic Path

and Patio Cleaner are suitable

products, all available from most

garden centres.

Creative ways
to fill space
Once your patio has been

cleaned up, there are some

simple ways to give it a

completely new look on a budget.

Break up a flat, monotonous

space with low-growing plants

in between paving stones. Lift

individual pavers and dig out

the foundations, replacing with

a mix of topsoil, compost and

a few handfuls of grit. Small

herbs such as thyme or creeping

chamomile Chamaemelum nobile

are perfect choices – they’re

tough enough to withstand

light foot traffic and they will

release sweet fragrance when

brushed against.

If you like the idea of digging

up and replacing individual

pavers, you could try

a mosaic infill – its

a stunning way

to transform your

patio. Mosaics can

be made of river

pebbles sorted into

different colours,

slate chips, old tiles

or even marbles.

After lifting your

paver, fill the space

with wet mortar and

draw on your design,

then press in your

It’s a quiet time for planting
– and the perfect opportunity
to spruce up your patio

garden
update!

Pave the 
way to a

G
A
P

Create intricate
pa�erns with
granite se�s
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mosaic pieces. 

Brush over 

more dry 

mortar and wet 

with a fine 

spray of water to set it. 

If you don’t need to change 

your paving you can give it some 

sparkle with new pots. A few 

shiny containers can give an old 

patio the lift it needs, so buy 

some new or give your existing

ones a thorough clean. Then add

some seasonal plants. Even in

the depths of winter there are 

bedding plants, winter-flowering 

shrubs or small 

evergreens that  

will light up your 

like-new patio.

 

Paving 
alternatives 
If your patio  

paving is cracked

or unstable, there

are paving options

that suit even the

smallest budget.

Granite setts

are a traditional paver and  

they can be arranged creatively 

in ornate fan, spiral or circle 

patterns, giving a patio an  

artistic touch. You don’t have  

to lay them as individual setts 

because they can be bought in 

ready prepared inlays with the 

stones spaced and attached 

together with wires. You can  

also buy circle kits that are quick

and straightforward to install,

and look incredibly smart.

Bricks also give a smart

finish and are very versatile –

they can be laid in straight lines,

zig-zags or as intricate a pattern 

as you can think of. Or use them 

to create a new edge to your  

patio or gravelled area – they  

give an area a neater edge, which 

can be all that’s needed to 

change a patio from scruffy  

to stunning. Recycled bricks  

will give an instant rustic, aged 

look to a patio, so look out for  

a local bargain.

The best budget choice is

gravel – its quick to put down

and it needs no skills or special

technique. It comes in a range

Continues over the page

Hellebore
Delicate lowers of white,

purple or pale primrose-

yellow create a spring-

like feel in the depths

of winter.

Iris reticulata
One of the earliest lowering

bulbs, pots of this miniature

iris will pull a patch of blue

sky down to your patio.

Skimmia japonica
Clouds of ruby red buds

make this evergreen a winter

stalwart. Bring them bang up

to date by teaming them with

stylish hardy cyclamen.

Erica carnea
Create a classic container for

the cold-weather with pink

or white winter-lowering

heather – tough enough to

withstand the chill.

Clematis nepaulensis
A low-maintenance winter-

lowering climber with cream

and pink lowers that release

delicate fragrance.

Cornus
Normally grown in borders,

dogwoods also look stunning

potted up with winter

pansies or primulas at

their base.

Garden News  
RECOMMENDS

6 plants to lift  
a winter patio
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Grouped winter 
plants give patios 
an instant lift

Low-growing plants 
make a feature of paving 
(left), or create a pa�ern 
with bricks (right) 
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Make an old patio shine like new

1
Remove weeds and moss

using a knife, weeding tool,

or patio weedkiller. 2
Scrub the surface with a 

brush and cleaning product 

safe to use near plants. 3
Use a pressure washer or 

hose to remove the suds 

and dirt. 4
Re-point the spaces in 

between the paving slabs 

with sand or cement.

of colours and because it

doesn’t need a foundation it is

considerably cheaper to install.

You can also use it to make your

patio appear bigger. Extend the

area by surrounding your patio

with a gravel of the same colour,

topped up to the same level.

All you need to do to install

gravel is fit a weed-

suppressing membrane 

over the ground you 

want to cover. Peg it 

down so that it doesn’t 

lift and start to poke  up 

through the gravel over 

time. Then pour the 

gravel over the top  

to a depth of at least 

10cm (4in).

Crushed seashells, 

slate chippings and 

bark are all similar 

options. The main 

drawback with a loose 

surface like these is 

that furniture placed 

on top won’t be as 

stable. A bench or 

picnic table, which 

are very stable and aren’t often 

moved would be fine, but a  

set of table and chairs will sit 

more awkwardly because  

the legs will sink into the 

surface. It doesn’t mean that  

a gravel surface is a no-go,  

but it’s something to take  

into consideration.

A combination of 
red gravel and crazy 
paving is an a�ractive, 
low-budget design

Costing a new patio

If you decide it’s time to replace your patio altogether,  asking a 

landscaper to do the work for you is the easiest option and will 

save your back, but might leave you out of pocket. Costs depend 

to some extent on where you live. It also depends on whether 

you use a ‘one-man band’ or a large-scale contractor – bigger 

companies will add VAT, which will put the price up by 20 per cent. 

The size of patio will also affect the cost. A medium-size patio  

of about 10-12 sq m will cost over £1000 and take several days. 

If you want to save money by doing the job yourself, the cost of 

materials may seem much cheaper – for example, a budget patio 

kit can cost about £400 – but don’t forget to factor in the extra 

materials you will need, including hardcore (crushed stone for 

the foundations), cement and sand, and also the rental of tools, 

which can cost the same amount again. 

Bricks are a 
smart and easy 
edging solution

Extend hard paving 
the economical 
way by surrounding 
it with gravel



Buy online @ www.premierpolytunnels.co.uk  
or call for a brochure: 01282 811250  

or email: sales@premierpolytunnels.co.uk 

Whatever your pleasure,  
whatever the weather,
It will grow better in a Premier Polytunnel

Larger Diameter Steel     Wide Doors  

5 Layer Thermal Anti Drip Polythene    

Construction Helpline    30 Years Experience
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More commonly acid-
yellow, witch hazel
‘Strawberries and Cream’
has a more muted colour

Janet C
ubey/Sir H

arold
H

illier G
ardens

Lightly pink
hellebore
‘White Magic’

C
reated in 1996 to display seasonal

plants with stunning colours, flowers,

textures, shapes and scent, the Winter

Garden is a haven for the cold months.

It shows that this time of year, and all the

way through the depths of winter, there is

a wealth of beauty to be found.

It was extended last year and, today,

covers some four acres and holds around

650 different plants, making it one of

the largest winter gardens in Europe.

There’s a range of young stem colours

in green, yellow, orange, red and purple,

through to silvery white, alongside many

interesting bark colours and textures,

as well as grasses, bamboos, conifers

and broadleaf evergreens.

You’ll also find a wealth of flowering

species – a number of which are scented –

not to mention an abundance of bulbs such

as snowdrops and cyclamen, of which 500

were planted. The Sir Harold Hillier Gardens

holds 14 National Plant Collections, including

cornus and hamamelis, both vivid in winter.

The Gardens’ director Wolfgang Bopp says,

“Yes, it is winter and it may be cold, rainy

or even snowing, but wrap up warm and go

out for a walk in your local park, your local

gardens, or come to the Sir Harold Hillier

Gardens to find inspiration for your own

garden, terrace, or even your window box.”

Take a look at his selection of sumptuous

winter plants for pots, or to include in beds

as part of low-growing features or for

ground cover. There will be fine examples

of all of them at the Winter Garden over the

coming weeks.

winter plants for

Snowdrops

1
Wolfgang says: “Every garden should

have a snowdrop. Plant them in small

groups, in a pot, in the border near the

front door, or as a drift of clumps

under deciduous shrubs.

Reaching up to 30cm (12in),

they have dark green to grey

foliage and nodding white

flowers with green markings that

vary with each variety (and there

are ds out there!). They’re

the i lbs to naturalise.

There’s little maintenance required

and most clumps can be divided

every five years. We have a rare

variety called ‘Grumpy’ – the

picture says it all!”

TRY “It’s always best to

plant snowdrops ‘in the green’,

when they’ve flowered but still

have foliage.”

The Sir Harold Hillier Gardens in
Hampshire has extended its famous
Winter Garden. Here, director Wolfgang 
Bopp reveals his favourite plants…

10
Hellebores

2
Wolfgang says: “Hellebores are low-growing 

herbaceous plants with large nodding 

flowers in a range of colours from white, 

yellow and pink to dark burgundy-red. Many have 

beautiful spotted markings inside. Newer varieties 

have been bred so you can see the spots more easily 

due to outward-facing flowers. Their foliage is dark 

green to silver-grey, depending on the one you 

choose. Snowdrops and hellebores together look 

wonderful.” 

 TRY  “You can see how a simple combination  

like this at the front of the border, in a pot on the

doorstep to welcome you home, or in a window

box will brighten the winter days.”

Witch hazel

3
Wolfgang says: “Witch hazels, or

hamamelis, are a winter delight,

with their strap-shaped petals opening

from January to early March. Colours range

from yellow to orange and red, and most

make medium-sized shrubs.”

TRY “Suitable for the pot or border, they

need sun to part shade and any good soil.

Hamamelis ‘Strawberries and Cream’ is

an unusual pink-yellow variety.”

Snowdrop ‘Grumpy’ 
lives up to its name!

Hellebore 
‘Snow Dance’

a stunning

A classic wintry
combination of
hellebores and

snowdrops
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A rainbow of colours to catch the eye: Rubus biflorus, 
a striking scrambling bramble, adds a swathe of 
white in winter among the cornus and conifers

Seas of under-tree 
planting grace the  

Hillier Gardens
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Continues over the page

Cyclamen

4
Wolfgang says: “Cyclamen coum are

almost ground-hugging, bulbous plants

with delightfully-marked, silver-grey  

to dark green, kidney-shaped leaves, with  

pink or red flowers in winter.”

  TRY  “Easy to grow in a range of conditions, 

they are ideal under deciduous trees or within  

a rock garden. Groups are most effective, 

inter-planted with other bulbs.”

Cornus

5
Wolfgang says: 

“Cornus ‘Anny’s 

Winter Orange’  

is a bright orange-

stemmed shrub up to 

1m (3ft) tall, looking 

like a small bonfire.  

It’s less vigorous than 

many of the winter 

stem dogwoods.  

 TRY “Prune hard 

every two to three

years to keep the

bright colour and neat

habit. Likes most soils,

in sun or part shade.”

Fiery stems
spice up winter

Cornus ‘Midwinter 
Fire’ frames deep 
green evergreens

show!

Cyclamen coum 
bring delicacy

Janet C
ubey/Sir H

arold H
illier G

ardens



O The Sir Harold Hillier Gardens, Romsey, Hampshire
SO51 0QA. Open every day between 10am and 5pm
from November to March. Tel: 01794 369317, or visit
www3.hants.gov.uk/hilliergardens for more info.
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Acer

8
Wolfgang says: 

“Acer conspicuum

‘Phoenix’ is  

a slow-growing 

snakebark maple with 

the most wonderful 

reddish-orange bark 

and red winter buds – 

a ray of sunshine even 

on the dullest winter 

day. A small tree with 

fresh green summer 

foliage and a good 

autumn colour.”

  TRY  “The 

snakebark maple  

is best situated  

in free-draining 

loamy soil. It needs 

little attention 

once established, 

but will enjoy  

a mulch of  

leaf mould  

or compost.”

Sweet box

10
Wolfgang says: “Sarcococca – the 

sweet box – is one of those plants that 

you’ll often be able to pick up the strong 

sweet fragrance of the flowers before you see 

where it’s coming from! The creamy-white flowers, 

sometimes flushed with pink, are relatively small 

and held among the evergreen leaves of these 

low-growing shrubs.” 

  TRY  “A few different species and varieties are 

available, and they’re very happy in shade.”

Beautyberry

7
Wolfgang says: “Beautyberry, or callicarpa… I always wonder, are 

those berries real? It’s a deciduous shrub to 3m (10ft) tall, with an  

open habit and bright purple fruits that glisten in the sun from late 

autumn right through winter. The small flowers are lilac in colour and  

not particularly showy – but the fruit makes up for it!”

TRY “Suitable for the back of the border or amongst a group of shrubs. 

‘Profusion’ is a popular variety.”

Calocedrus

9
Wolfgang says:

“Calocedrus

‘Berrima Gold’

is a slow-growing

variety of the incense

cedar, reaching 1.5m

(5ft) in 10 years. It has

the typical columnar

habit and flattened 

sprays of foliage held  

in upright ranks, but  

it is the colour of the 

foliage that makes  

this variety special.  

In summer it is a bright 

yellow-green, but this 

intensifies to a rich 

orange-yellow  

through autumn  

and into winter.” 

  TRY  “Grow as a 

specimen tree in  

full sun. It likes 

well-drained soil.”

iny but powerful  
scented flowers  

  

Its beautiful papery bark 
helps this snakebark 
maple stand out

Add a spot of the Midas 
touch to your garden 
with this unusual, 
gleaming conifer 

The nature-defying 
luminous purple of 
callicarpa berries 

Daphne mezereum’s
branches are smothered

with flowers in winter
Daphne 

6
Wolfgang says: “Daphne 

mezereum is a deciduous 

small shrub with a dense, 

round crown, hardly reaching  

1m (3ft) tall in 10 years. In late 

winter it produces white or 

purple-coloured, heavily-scented 

flowers, followed by orange-red 

berries in summer.”

  TRY   “Suitable for sun or part shade 

in neutral to alkaline soils, this species 

is the most chalk-tolerant daphne.”
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Words MelissaMabbi�

PicturesMarcusHarpur

Gardeners Tony and Marie Newton

Location Four Seasons,  

26 Buchanan Road, Walsall,  

West Midlands W84 2EN

Been in garden 33 years

Size of garden Quarter of an acre

Soil Clay

Open May 21-22, October 22-23

2016 for NGS

More info www.fourseasons

garden.co.uk

Continuous colour brings year-round interest to this harmonious,
acer-illed garden in theWest idlands

h
t ns

T
he Four Seasons garden

lives up to its name,

producing a year-round

symphony of colour created

by plantsworking perfectly in

concert. In autumn the colours

reach a crescendo, but the

journey intowinter isn’t

subdued. Colourful evergreens

and stems brighten up even

the darkestwinter days.

Four Seasons is the creation

of Tony andMarieNewton,

whohave been developing and

maintaining the garden behind

their home inWalsall for over 20

years. At first a family garden, as

the children grewup the couple

started landscaping the sloping

site. They split the garden into

three areas: a top terracewith

lawn and other formal elements;

amiddle garden known as ‘the

jungle’, filledwith bananas,

palms, bamboos and tropical-

looking but hardy plants such as

gunnera and paulownia; and a

lower Japanese-themed garden.

Impressively, all three areas

look good year round – no part

of the garden has ‘down time’.

In autumn the top garden is a

tapestry of colour, the jungle has

late-performing flowers and

colourful bamboo, and the lower

garden, filledwith Japanese

acers, reaches a peak of colour.

With a clement autumn such

as the onewehave just had, the

colour lasts longer than normal.

Tony explains: “Autumn is a very

elusive time that all

depends on theweather.

Japanese acers don’t

like air frosts – the

leaveswill drop quickly

or brown. But this has

been a strange and

lovely autumn –mild

weather and no air

frosts – so it kept

going for longer.”

The garden has

several species of acer,

chosen for diverse leaf colour.

Acer palmatum ‘Sango-kaku’, the

coral barkmaple, is one of Tony

andMarie’s favourites, with

illuminated golden leaves in

autumn and red stems that

Garden 

OF THE 

WEEK

Deep-green gunnera
offers an exact
colour contrast to its
neighbouring acer
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deepen in colour over winter.  

A. japonicum ‘Aconitifolium’, the 

peacock acer, is the exhibitionist, 

with early colour change, 

turning from green to crimson,

with unusual feathery leaves.

Shrub-like A. palmatum ‘Crimson

Queen’ has an arching habit,

with red leaves that take on

orange tints in autumn.

A. palmatum Dissectum Viride

Group is similarly garden-

worthy, compact and perfect

for tucking into small spaces.

After the blaze of acers the

brightness levels remain high –

a vivid winter palette of brilliant

evergreens and colourful stems

under-planted with hardy

cyclamen, winter aconites and

snowdrops. “Visitors who come

in February are as wowed then as 

in other seasons,” said Marie. 

It’s in winter that you see how 

much blue there is in the garden 

from firs and spruces, alongside 

the gold of Taxus baccata 

‘Fastigiata Aurea’ and variegated 

hollies. Ilex ‘Golden King’ is an 

unsung hero according to the 

couple, lighting up dark days 

with ‘winter sunshine’. There are 

plenty of coloured stems too, 

from golden bamboo and the 

Tony & Marie’s pruning guide

Conifers and 
evergreens 
All conifers need yearly 

a�ention. Go through and take 
out dead stems from inside. 
Choose the right variety for you 
and visualise what you want it 

to look like. Open up a conifer  

and look inside – if it has green 
growth further in, it means you 

can prune some back. Abies 

often sprout from inside, so 

lend themselves to pruning. 
Thujas are easily pruned, too. 

Conifers need light all round 
them – don’t let other 
plants grow into them, 

which causes dieback, 

making them scruffy. 
You can achieve four 

seasons of red foliage on 
photinia ‘Red Robin’ by 
pruning every season. As 
soon as colour fades, take 
out some older stems, so 
that new red ones appear. 

Acers
Prune acers annually between 

November and February.  

Take out dead, diseased or 

crossing branches. Prune the 
rest to one leaf node of this 
year’s growth. This removes 

most growth from the year, 

but leaves the nice framework 

intact. Even after this, trees  

will get bigger. 

Bamboo
For the best bamboo, reduce 
the number of stems and take 
sideshoots off up to eye level so 
you can see through the stems. 
Twelve upright stems is a good 
number. Take out a quarter or 
half clump each year to 
maintain the amount. 

Bamboo Phyllostachys vivax 

aureocaulis is reduced yearly to 
a dozen or so stems, and leaves 
removed to eye level so the 
garden behind shines through. 

“Don’t put off pruning! If you do, its easy to miss a year. Don’t wish 

you had done it – ‘if in doubt, just do it’ is our mo�o! Understand 

the plant and take charge of it – bring out its best behaviour.”

Bamboo Phyllostachys 

vivax aureocaulis is 

reduced to a dozen 

stems to let colour 

shine through

Multi-coloured 

evergreens and  

fiery acers create  

a tapestry effect
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Acers from Four Seasons

peeling rusty-red bark of Acer

griseum. These provide colour

distinctions even in the depths

of winter. Marie remarks:

“I always say if a plant‘s hidden,

plant something with contrasting

hues behind it. The colours ping

against each other and light up.”

Other evergreens add

structure. Marie says: “Green is

an unsung colour! Evergreens

give the eye something to rest on.

Herbaceous perennials become

amorphous – you need a strong

camellia or yew to break it up.”

Though small changes appear

every year – the newest additions

are ornamental grasses – the bulk

of the planting was completed

many years ago and now the

main job is keeping it in check.

Tony and Marie have chosen

plants that will either stay small

or are amenable to pruning. And

they have developed techniques

so trims are barely noticeable.

Tony says: “I find that if you

leave evergreens they would

grow into trees, so it’s a

matter of gently pruning

to the shape that’s right

for your garden. I leave

them like they haven’t

been pruned, but some

are more challenging.”

Pruning takes place

over the whole summer,

especially the soft leggy

growth of deciduous

trees. Tony explains:

“New growth is lovely,

but it makes the plant bigger, so

we trim off leggy bits by the end

of June. It still has time to grow

more, and doesn’t look like it’s

been done.”

This strict pruning keeps

the garden in harmony. Tony

says: “If you leave plants they

grow large and apart. Plants are

like an orchestra – individuals

look nice but we also want them

to look good together.”

Garden 

OF THE
WEEK

‘Elegans’
A small acer with 

pretty, serrated 

mid-green leaves 

that turn to bright 

orange-gold.

‘Osakazuki’
One of the most popular Japanese acers, 

with scarlet autumn leaves.

‘Crimson Queen’ 
With an almost weeping habit 

and feathery leaves, this acer 

is an ideal specimen plant.

‘Sango-kaku’
Gives year-round interest 

with pale green then gold 

leaves and coral winter stems.

Acer griseum 
Peeking papery bark 

creates winter interest.

‘Atropurpureum’
Deep-purple leaves become 

lighter and brighter in autumn, 

turning red-orange.

Oriental statues embellish 
the eastern theme

Clipped forms add 

year-round interest
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Fibrous-rooted
polyanthus are
easy to divide
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Create a gloriously abundant garden, and capitalise
on your stock by dividing established plants

e a

P
ropagating plants,making

more for nothing, is one of

themost exciting parts of

gardening. It’s satisfying to grow

newplants from seed and

rewarding to get stem cuttings

to take root, but perhaps the

easiest,most straightforward

method – and the onemost

gardeners feel confidentwith

– is simply to divide plants

they’ve already got growing

in their gardens.

Youmaynotmake asmany

newplants thisway, but those

you domakewill already be

mature and should settle inwith

ease, becoming established

without toomuch cosseting and

fuss, and rewarding youwith a

fine showduring their first year.

During early December,

gardening activity is curtailed by

theweather – there are somany

jobs that just can’t be tackled –

but, providing soil isn’t frozen

andnot toowet, this is an ideal

time to divide plants, especially

those that flowered in the late

spring and summer.

You can divide late-

performing asters, rudbeckias

and their ilk now, but it’s sensible

r!
to delay until spring. Plants put

somuch energy into flowering,

they’re better equipped to put

down roots and get

established after a rest.

Aswell as flowering

at different times,

plants have different

root systems and this

influences thewaywe

divide them.

Separating
ibrous-rooted
plants
Most plantswith

fibrous rootsmake

several crowns and,

with a little care, the plant can be

broken up into separate pieces,

eachwith a rosette of leaves and

its own fibrous roots. Primulas

are a prime example of this kind

of plant. AlthoughGertrude

Jekyll, doyenne of somany plant

groups, including primroses and

polyanthus (which she sold in

large numbers fromher garden

atMunsteadWood in Surrey),

advocated dividing this group

of plants ‘when the flowers are

on thewain’, there are several

timeswhen these plants can be

divided – and this is one of them.

If you’ve got plants that have

made big clumpswith several

crowns apiece, you can dig them

up, shake off the soil from their

roots and, if necessary, wash

them so you can see clearlywhat

you’re doing. Usually they’ll pull

apart easily, sometimeswith a

resounding snap, but even if

you have to employ a knife to

separate them, it’s obvious

exactlywhere you need to cut.

Although they have fibrous

roots, they can be quite long and,

when replanting, roots should be

reduced, cutting straight across

with a sharp knife or secateurs.

Your palm can provide a

convenientmeasuring stick

because it’s usually about 10cm

Now is the
perfect time to
divide primroses
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MONDAY Rejuvenationof theshadygarden ispicking

upspeed.Aftermuchdiscussion, Jamiehas takenout the

skimmiasat thebackofonebedgivingbe�eraccessanda

clearviewthroughto theslenderoaksalong theboundary.

TUESDAY Wedecided to reduce somebranchesonour three

hazels in the shadypart of thegarden. They still retain their

character, and formanarchover the toppart of thepath, but

they’ll no longer cast suchdense shadeover thebedbelow.

WEDNESDAY Wediscovered thestumpofourbeautiful

Prunus padus in themidstofahugeswatheofEpimedium

versicolor ‘Sulphureum’.The tree literallypulled itselfapart

andthe root’s toobig to remove.

THURSDAY Hamamelis x intermedia

‘Pallida’ is covered inbuds. In the recent

mildweather somehave started toopen,

andyoucancatchahintof their spicy

scent.With thedemiseof the skimmiaswe

definitelyneedmore shrubs in this part of

thegarden– repeating thiswitchhazel

mightunite theplanting.

FRIDAY Whenwecamehere, Iwaswaryof

plantingmagnolias, thinking they’dbe too fussy,but the two

wedidplant–MagnoliastellataandM.loebneri ‘Leonard

Messel’ –havegrownwellandfloweredbeautifully.Wemight

try somelarger-floweredhybrids inournew-lookshady

garden, so I’mlooking into that.

SATURDAY Asmall bedat the topof awall

belowour raspberrybedbecameanursery for

extrabulbsof galanthus ‘S.Arno�’.We’veoften

raided it tofill inhereand there,

butnowwe’ve liftedall that are

left, theremustbe200-300

separatebulbs, noneof

themverybig.

SUNDAY We’replantingsnowdrops

individuallyamongsilverbrunnera

andpulmonarias, andthe foxgloves

thatwillmakea later show.

Eachsinglebulb is randomly

planted to tryandachieve

anaturaleffect.Can’twait

for spring!

Layersof fallen foliagehave

madesomeof thebestof this

autumn’spictures. In Japan

the leavesonthegroundare

appreciated for theiraesthetic

merits justasmuchaswhen

theyaresuspended from

twigsandbranches.Thesame

is truewhenblossomfalls

duringHanami, the festival

celebratingcherry (andplum)

blossomthatgrips thenation

eachspring.

Here, carpetsofglowing

goldandorangebeech leaves

predominatebut, asyouwalk

along thepaths thesegive

waytoother spectacular

floorcoverings.

Thebrilliant redsand

scarletsunderneathourAcer

palmatum ‘Osakazuki’ are so

vividyouhardlywant towalk

onthemlestyouspoil their

perfection.Furtheron there

are the large, simple,

heart-shaped leavesofCercis

siliquastrum (Judas tree) in

soft yellowsandgreens.

They’rebig leavesandtendto

collect inwaves, sonotonlydo

youenjoy theirdifferent size

andcolour,butalso thechange

in texture theycreate.

Cercidiphyllumleavesare

ofasimilar shapebutmuch

smaller, oftenglowingapricot

andyellow.

With theiruniqueshape, the

fallen leavesofGinkgobiloba,

themaidenhair tree–socalled

because its leaves resemble

thoseof theadiantumor

maidenhair fern– isdistinctive.

Its leaves turn topureyellow

justbefore they fall.Wehave

agingkoclose to the terrace

in frontof theco�age.The

pa�erns theymakecreate

suchbeautifulpictureswe’re

loathe tosweepthemup.The

ancestorsof this treedateback

asmuchas270millionyears.

In thecomparatively short

timethathumanbeingshave

beenontheplanet, gingko

leavesmusthaveenchanted

ourancestors.

Carpets of leaves

What’s looking good now

(4in) long – the ideal length to 

which to trim your roots. 

Use good compost or any 

well-rotted organic matter to 

improve the soil – holes the 

depth of a trowel should 

perfectly accommodate the 

newly trimmed roots. It’s vital 

not to bend the roots back – they 

must be facing downwards so 

they can carry on in the same 

direction. Lots of plants fit into 

this group of subjects: primulas, 

heucheras, tellima, tiarella and 

many geraniums.

Tackling densely-rooted 
specimens
Some plants aren’t quite as 

obliging and need a bit more 

effort to persuade 

them to yield 

new 

offspring. 

For densely 

rooted 

subjects 

with 

thong-like 

roots, such as 

hemerocallis, 

back-to-back 

forks are the  

usual solution – in  

this case division is all 

about leverage! 

Initially the whole clump has

to be lifted clear from the ground

onto a path or an unoccupied 

piece of ground. One border fork 

is plunged 

vertically 

into the 

clump and 

another 

pushed in 

beside it 

with backs

together. Their

handles are then

levered apart and

gradually the clump

is split into two, then

four, then possibly eight. Any

broken roots are removed with

secateurs and the pieces

replanted, preferably in a new 

site or, alternatively, close to 

where they were, having first 

enriched the soil.

Some roots can be even less 

yielding. Hostas often have  

such dense crowns that a  

sharp spade has to be employed 

to cut through the clump, 

removing slices – just like

cutting a cake. A time or two

I’ve had to take an axe to

miscanthus roots that have

grown too woody to be divided

in any other way.

On the other hand, division

can be a gentler exercise. In

spring, asters, heleniums and

rudbeckias can be gently pulled 

apart and replanted.

Appreciating the 
aesthetic merits 
of fallen foliage

Remove broken 
roots with 
secateurs
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Indulge in
some fireside
gardening!
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T
he weather has been dramatic recently

through much of the UK. While hardier

gardeners have braved the cold wind and

rain, got in the garden and enjoyed it, for a lot of us 

it’s seemed preferable to stay indoors in the warm. 

Perfect timing then for a bit of ‘indoor gardening’, 

and I don’t mean houseplants! If you’re already on 

the seed companies’ mailing lists, you’ve probably 

had them through the post and are eager to have  

a good old browse through them. 

Wintry days are perfect for a bit of planning 

ahead with some cosy catalogue reading and  

seed searching, bringing thoughts of exciting 

varieties of plants to grow next year – lists of 

wonderful fruit, veg and flowers that are available 

to buy make the mouth water while you dream  

of a gloriously fulsome garden!

Have a check through your existing seeds,

see what you’ve got already and are able to

use again, and then add some more to your 

collection. Look out for new ranges, updated 

varieties, new hybrids and the latest breeding. 

Try some heritage varieties, or perhaps some 

different coloured examples of your favourite 

produce and flowers.

If you haven’t already, you can go online and 

easily order some new catalogues, or see below 

for some numbers to call to get yours.

O Thompson & Morgan tel: 0844 573 1818.

O Suttons Seeds tel: 0844 326 2200.

O Unwins tel: 0844 573 8400.

O D.T. Brown tel: 0333 003 0869.

New-season seed catalogues are out – so get browsing!

THIS 
WEEK

Plan your glorious summer

 right
  n established 

 with fruit trees, 
  allotment.

Melissa Mabbitt
Having previously worked 
at the National Trust’s 
Bodnant Garden, Melissa 
has RHS qualifications.

Karen Murphy 
Keen fruit, veg and 
container gardener,  
Karen also  

loves wildlife.



What to do this week

IN YOUR FLOWER GARDEN
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These pretty plants need
extra protection, says Karen

W
hile they me of

the most ating,

pretty and rewarding

plants you can add to your

garden, alpine and rockery plants

are not used to the deluges of

wintry weather we often get in

our gardens. They enjoy lots

of sunshine, and the soil they

sit in needs to be extremely

well drained – their natural

environment is high on a

mountainside in a crevice.

That’s not to say they aren’t

hardy. Wind and frost aren’t

necessarily the worst elements

to afflict alpine plants, but heavy

wintry downpours are very bad

for them – sitting in water means

they may succumb to rot. If

you’ve originally planted them

well, though, in pots or sinks

with good drainage and gravel

and grit, you’re off to a good start.

For d er alpines,

conti su s of wet,

fallen leaves smothering them

will leave them with no light and

an increased chance of rotting,

so be sure to keep your eye out

for more, and remove them.

Little ceramic pot feet are a great

asset in winter too, for all

containers, but particularly

potted alpines and rockeries, to

keep them off the soggy ground.

Moving your alpines, if

possible, to a cool greenhouse

may be the simplest way to

protect them, watering them

sporadically through the next

few months, before moving

them back again to their spring

positions. Otherwise, clear

coverings such as glass or

Perspex shield them nicely –

even clear glass or plastic bell

cloches are a good solution.

Alpine and rockery
plants benefit from
a li�le TLC at this
time of year!

Keep alpines happy through colder months

1
Remove spent flowers, dead foliage,

fallen leaves and anyweeds thatmay

have tuckedthemselves inbetweenyour

plants.Thiskeepseverythingneatandtidy, as

wellaspreventinganychanceofwet leaves

being thecauseofwinter rot.

2
Replenish the topdressingofgravel

mulchonthesurfaceofyourpotsor

rockeries. Thiskeepseverything

neat,prevents foliage fromtouching the

dampsoil surface,andpreventsmosses

and liverworts–asignofbaddrainage.

Forpots, tryaPerspexorglass sheet

proppedupwithbricks tocover it, to

keepmuchof the rainoff.Forborders,

a larger structuremaybeneeded,perhaps

withawoodenframeanda larger sheetof

glassorPerspex.
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Deadhead winter 
pansies regularly
Winter-lowering pansy is a bit of a misnomer because 

bloom production decreases sharply in cold weather 

– they perform much better in the milder conditions 

of autumn and spring. However, you can get the best 

out of your pansies in winter by doing everything to 

encourage lower production, especially deadheading. 

Cut lowers with snips or pinch them of with your 

ingers just above the nearest pair of leaves.

It’s been an unusually mild 

winter so far and, when the 

sun shines, the temperature 

inside your cold greenhouse 

can peak, stressing hardy 

seedlings and overwintering 

plants that need a constant, 

predictable temperature 

rather than peaks and 

troughs. So remember to 

open vents, windows and 

even the door a crack when 

the weather seems warm or 

sunny. It’s worth investing  

in a thermometer that 

records highs and lows,  

too, so you can keep track of 

greenhouse temperatures.

Open greenhouse vents 
on warm sunny days

Subscribe now for £1 an issue! Go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn

Prepare soil for spring

I
n my polytunnel where I grow

a selection of vegetables for

much of the year, the soil

soon runs out of nutrients, which

need to be replenished in order

to ensure strong, healthy plants

that crop well.

To get ready for early spring

sowing and planting, I’m

preparing the borders and

improving the soil by digging

in a thick layer of well-rotted

garden compost from my

compost heap. It will provide

some nutrients, but not enough,

so in early spring I will apply a

dressing of general fertiliser to

the bed to make sure the plants

have all the nutrients they need.

The main aim of the compost

is to increase the organic matter

content of the soil. This will act

like a sponge and help retain

nutrients and water through

the growing season, and also

improve the structure of the

soil to encourage a strong root

system. The better the root system,

the better the plant!

Once I’ve dug in the compost

the beds are watered. It’s surprising

how dry the soil is under cover, and

I want the soil and compost to charge

up with water over winter ready for

the start of the new growing season.

MARTIN FISH

 he undercover

ARDENER
Former head gardener, broadcaster & RHS judge
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Cutdown

zantedesch
I grow zantedesch

a�ractive colourf

which are overwin

greenhouse for pr

The foliage is now

and can be cut dow

Sponsored by

Tel: 01531 633659 www.haygrove.co.uk
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pricots

 
 the poly

tunnel

It’s the key to 
getting the best 
from your crops

t     

Healthy soil makes 
for extremely 
healthy plants

My zantedeschia has its 
winter chop (left), and chard 
gets a good drink (right)
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Geof Hodge inds the best
three rechargeable radios

GEOFF HODGE

Tools for

THE JOB
Writer, TV & radio broadcaster and product guru

MOST VERSATILE RADIO

Re-Wind Wind-Up & Solar
Powered AM/FM Portable
Radio £19.99
This is more than just a good quality radio, 
boasting excellent sound output, it also features a
clock, alarm clock and three-LED torch. Its digital
display allows you to accurately tune in to your
desired radio station. The built-in solar panel gave
around two hours of listening time once charged –
although it will continue to re-charge when used
outdoors. The radio worked for around 45 minutes
and the torch for around 25-30 minutes from one
minute of winding. It measures 15cm (6in) across.
Supplier: 01434 323232, www.re-wind.co.uk

BEST SOLAR RADIO

POWERplus Cheetah £19.99
This well-built and good quality radio is small 
and lightweight, measuring just 13cm (5in) across, 
so won’t take up much room in the greenhouse, 
po	ing shed or toolbox. The built-in solar panel 
gave up to four hours of listening time once 
charged, but again will continue to re-charge  
when used outdoors. One minute of recharging 
using the crank handle provided around 22-25 
minutes of listening time.  
Supplier: Tango Group, 01452 621888,  
www.tangogroup.netBEST SMALL WIND-UP RADIO

Re-Wind Wind-up 
Showerproof AM/FM
Radio £14.95
An excellent small, wind-up
radio, and splash-proof. The
quality is very good, as is
the sound. One minute
of winding gave 35-40
minutes of listening.
Built-in stand and
hanging hook. Like
the others, this
can be charged by
plugging the USB
into a computer.
Supplier:  
01434 323232,
www.re-wind.co.uk

Though it’s common practice to lift dahlia

tubers and store them in a frost-free place for

winter, in many parts of the UK they can be

successfully left in the ground, with a little

protection in situ. This technique is more likely

to work in milder parts of the country or if you

have a free-draining soil – it’s winter wet and

rot rather than cold that does the tender tubers

in. Cut down any remaining foliage and place a

cloche illed with straw over the tuber, securing

it with tent pegs. Plastic or glass bell cloches

are the smart alternative, but you can also use

a rustic wicker basket cloche or a low wigwam-

style arrangement of sticks tied with string,

stufed with straw or even horticultural leece.

Check dahlias 
in storage
If you lifted your dahlias to store inside, 

they will have had some time to dry out, 

so now is the time to pack them away in 

trays of just-damp compost. If you’ve 

already done this step, check them for  

rot and remove any that are affected to 

prevent it spreading.

Insulate dahlias in the ground
Stored dahlias 
should remain 
dry over winter



Gold Medal
CHRIS BEARDSHAW

Award-winning garden designer, Chelsea Gold medallist, radio broadcaster and Beechgrove Garden presenter
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L
ate autumn is the perfect time to move 

very large woody specimens but, 

before starting, take time to consider 

the technical background to transplanting – 

the art of root pruning.

Pruning roots is not new – in fact, it’s an 

ancient technique, primarily developed to 

control the vigour of 

fruiting trees before the 

technology of root stocks 

and grafting were well 

understood. 

Fruiting trees that 

produced significant 

amounts of wood and  

little accessible fruit were 

perfect candidates for  

this type of prune. Plants 

respond favourably because 

they tend to grow quickly  

in fertile ground, therefore 

root pruning can reduce the 

prolific production of foliage 

in favour of fruits. 

Traditionally, a trench was 

dug 2m (6ft 8in) or so radius 

around the trunk at a depth 

of one spade, with all woody 

roots severed, while fibrous roots were 

preserved. After pruning, the circular trench 

was back-filled with loamy, low-fertility soil 

and the tree staked to avoid wind damage. 

The advent of fruit tree rootstocks means 

this process is little employed today, except 

where plants are grown on their own roots 

and need curtailing, such as figs, especially 

wall-trained specimens where shoot growth 

requires careful selection.

The net effect of such root pruning is to 

upset the delicate root-to-shoot balance of 

the plant, effectively threatening its survival. 

Since top-shoot vigour is controlled by the 

ability of the root to supply moisture and 

nutrients, pruning 

away roots results in 

the new shoot 

growth becoming 

compromised. 

The plant, feeling 

stressed, opts for 

fruit production 

to ensure seeds and 

successful progeny 

should the parent die. Of course, in the 

garden, death is not the intention, merely  

the periodic refocusing of efforts.

While fruiting productivity may not be a 

focus, considering the net effect on the plant 

as a consequence of root pruning sheds new 

light on the value of the technique. The 

structural roots, or tap roots, emerge to 

principally anchor the plant to the ground, 

while also scavenging for beneficial ground. 

Thick, woody and often divided into a 

network, they are easily distinguishable from 

the fibrous roots that emerge in fine tangled 

mats from the structural roots – these minute 

roots are responsible for harvesting moisture 

and nutrients via their microscopic root hairs

– so plentiful that its estimated up to 400

hairs are present per square millimetre of

fibrous root. As the workhorse of the plant, 

constantly reproducing and expanding, the 

fibrous roots are essential for plant health. 

Therefore, when moving juvenile trees or 

shrubs, it’s first essential to preserve as much 

of the tight fibrous root in the transplanting 

process as possible, while acting quickly and 

relocating efficiently to avoid distress. 

However, where relatively mature plants 

are to undergo transplanting, trench around 

the edge of the leaf canopy, or to a maximum 

of 2m (6ft 8in) radius of the trunk in late 

autumn. This is exactly as described for the 

old root-pruning process including the 

back-filling of the trench, and promotes root 

production next spring and summer, ready 

for full transplanting in one year’s time. 

This type of root pruning in advance 

allows plants that are decades-old to be 

successfully moved to a new home. Just 

remember to stake and water the relocated 

specimen for at least one year after the move.

Done in advance, you 
can move decades-old 
plants successfully

The value 
of root 
pruning

The old tradition of 
first digging a trench 

around the trunk

Act quickly 
and transplant 
your tree 
efficiently to 
avoid distress
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Tales from the

ALLOTMENT

TERRY WALTON

Star of BBC Radio 2’s Jeremy Vine Show and best-selling author. His allotment sits in the Rhondda Valley

Coleus keep aphids at b
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F
inally, my chrysanthemums  

can be lifted and brought

into the greenhouse for

winter protection! It wasn’t the cold

that finished off their flowering

season, but the high winds and

torrential rain. After lifting, I cut off

the tops and plant the root into a

12.5cm (5in) pot of fresh compost,

carefully labelled with the variety.

The greenhouse isn’t heated so

they can have a period of dormancy

before I encourage fresh new shoots

from the base in January by placing

a lamp underneath the staging.

My green dalek-type compost bins

are full of good compost and now’s a good

time to spread it over my soil, especially

where I’m growing root crops because

these need rich but manure-free soil.

Homemade compost helps make

the soil light, which stops root

crops forking.

It’s surprising how much

compost can be produced from

the waste coming off the plot,

together with kitchen peelings.

I don’t add meat or bread, though,

because these will encourage vermin.

I was surprised when picking Brussels

sprouts at the weekend that some of them

felt slippery – they were covered with grey

mealy bugs. What are these pests doing on

crops so far into winter? It only goes to show

how mild the autumn’s been and a lack of

frosts and cold nights has fooled pests into

thinking that summer’s still here!

One downside of the lack of frosts is that

my oca still looks like it did in August and is

still growing. I was expecting the tops to be

blackened by now and to have experienced

fi f hi b ! D I i li l

High winds and torrential rain have inally inished of lowering

Lifting my chrysanths at last!

Lifted chrysanths
are po�ed up
immediately

xt w
eek: The great  

a unearthin
g

O Replant some Jerusalem 

artichoke tubers to form 

next year’s new bed.

O Spread chicken manure 

lightly over onion patch.

O Uncover and fork compost 

heap to expose grubs to 

a
ract my local robin.

o   o o

In my greenhouse large pots of coleus 

‘Canina’ give off a strong aroma that aphids 

don’t like. It also masks the smell of 

tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers to  

keep them pest free. This is my only use  

of companion planting. 

However, these strong plants will soon 

succumb to the colder weather so, to make 

sure of a good supply for next season, I’m 

cu
ing off the shoots and placing them in a 

jar of water until new roots appear. These are 

then planted in 5cm (2in) pots of compost and 

kept frost-free until spring.

Making use of my own 
free compost (left) and 
inspecting sprouts (right)

Cu�ings ensure 
next season’s coleus 

supply continues

P
h
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‘Allgold’
Bears very large, yellow 

fruits with a deliciously 

sweet lavour.

‘Polka’
Established plants  

can produce up to  

2.5kg (5lb 8oz) of  

large, deep-red berries.

‘Joan J’
Large fruits with bright 

colour and superior 

lavour. Can be frozen.

P
hotos: Thom

pson &
 M

organ

Autumn- 
fruiting 
varieties to 
try next year

Prune autumn- 
fruiting raspberries
T

he mild autumn weather 

means that my autumn- 

fruiting raspberries are 

still leafy and there are even  

a few fruits remaining. These 

raspberries have been bred for a 

long cropping period, so it’s not 

uncommon to see fruits on the 

canes until a sharp frost finally 

stops them in their tracks.

A long cropping period – from 

August until the first frosts – is 

one of the ways you can identify 

an autumn-fruiting raspberry. 

Sometimes you find a summer- 

fruiting variety having an 

identity crisis that’s producing 

flowers and berries in late 

autumn on its newest stems. 

Don’t be fooled into cutting them 

down – they will still fruit next 

year, in summer, as they should. 

If you do cut them down you 

won’t see fruit until the very  

end of autumn, if at all.

It may seem uncomfortable  

to prune autumn-fruiting 

raspberries while they still look 

full of life, but if you want to tidy 

up the fruit plot in preparation 

for winter, don’t worry, there’s  

no harm in cutting the canes 

now even if they’re still in leaf.

Autumn-fruiting raspberries 

are known as primocane, which 

means they produce fruit in  

their first year of growth unlike 

summer raspberries (known as 

floricane) that need to grow for  

a year before fruiting the next. 

This distinction means pruning 

autumn varieties is simple – just 

cut every cane right down to 

ground level. The stems are spiny 

so wear gloves and shred the 

stems if possible before you add 

them to the compost heap.

Now the way is clear it’s also a 

good time to top up the soil with 

a mulch of compost or well-rotted 

manure. You can plant autumn 

raspberries too, from now until 

spring. They are also self-

supporting so you don’t need  

to worry about installing 

supports. All round, they are  

the simple alternative!

O�All are available from 

Thompson & Morgan,  

tel: 0844 573 1818, visit: 

www.thompson-morgan.com
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Pot up strawberry 
unners

 was a good year for 

awberries, with an 

undance of juicy berries 

 eating or making into 

m. Strawberry plants give 

eir best for about three 

ears before they need  

o be replaced, but if you 

ot up your own young 

elf-propagated strawberry 

plants, this needn’t be  

an expensive task. 

Known as runners, 

these small plantlets are 

attached on a long stem. 

Pop them into small pots 

of compost while they’re 

    arent plant, and let them 

make strong roots before severing them.

If the last of your chive 

lowers have turned 

papery, lop of the heads 

and save the seed. If the 

heads are wet, let them 

dry out on a piece of 

kitchen towel for a 

couple of days inside, 

then store them intact in 

a paper bag. As the heads 

continue to dry, the tiny 

black seeds will fall out in  

the bag. If you want to spe   

the process, you can shake the bag or rub the dry 

lower head gently between your ingers to encourage 

the seeds to separate from the chaf. 

Net cabbages 
to deter pigeons
As winter weather closes in, pigeons home in on our veg plots and 

gardens, looking for succulent greens to peck. Cabbages are a tasty 

treat for them as well as us! Keep pigeons and other pests off your 

crop by putting up a net barrier. Position it so it sits well above  

the top of the crop because pigeons have a habit of bouncing on 

the nets to get to their next meal!

Collect chive seeds
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MEDWYN WILLIAMS

 Growing for

SHOWING
Winner of 11 Chelsea golds and awarded an MBE!

I
’m about to empty my 

concrete-block-raised celery 

bed. I always wheelbarrow the 

spent soil, which is rich in organic 

matter, into my polytunnel and 

spread it on top of the soil there  

to dry. Then, in the New Year, I 

rotovate and sieve it before adding 

it to my various mixes. 

I douse the empty celery bed 

with a strong dose of Armillatox 

(dilution rate of 100-1), given 

through a fine rose on my watering 

can. I wash all the block work as 

well as the soil below, which I 

roughly turn over to make sure  

no spores of the dreaded celery 

blight are harboured anywhere.

The celery bed is then refilled 

with fresh soil together with a few 

barrowfuls of manure, built up in a 

sandwich formation. Celery needs 

plenty of manure to thrive, which  

I incorporate into the soil in plenty 

of time for the whole mass to settle 

down. A local farmer delivered my 

40 tonnes of well-rotted sheep 

manure earlier this year – it should 

keep even me going for a while!

In January, when the soil’s well 

frozen (if possible), I’ll scatter some 

lime on top of the bed. Later, all the 

contents are turned over before 

eventually being well rotovated 

and fertilised. Manure is really 

beneficial as a soil improver but 

you’ll need additional nutrients to 

get optimum growth from your 

soil. For example, manure from 

cows gives an average NPK of only 

0.6/0.4/0.5, horses 0.7/0.3/0.6, 

chickens 1.1/0.8/0.5 and sheep 

0.7/0.3/0.9. So that’s not a lot.

Stock leeks
My stock leeks for the production 

of next year’s pips or bulbils are 

coming along well and, as well as 

the ‘Pendle Improved’, which I 

discussed last week, I’ve had three 

‘Welsh Seedling’ leeks from Ivor 

Mace, with which he won this 

year’s Welsh Championship and 

British Championships. As soon as 

I got them home, I cut through the 

barrel about 10cm (4in) above the 

root plate and trimmed the roots 

close to the root plate.

Then I cut vertically down the 

barrel with a knife to make it easier 

to remove the outer flags, until  

the barrel was about the same 

diameter as the root plate.  

I planted them individually  

in deep rose pots of Levington  

M3 and kept them moist. 

It didn’t take long for the  

barrel to re-root and, by the  

end of October, new, strong  

flags were developing.  

At the same time, the leeks’  

remaining 

outer flask 

shrunk  

down and 

started to  

rot away at 

the base, so  

I removed 

these one  

by one  

until the 

barrel was 

clean and

fresh 

once 

again.

My celery and leek plot gets a spruce up

Fresh beds

Ivor Mace and 
his winning 
trio of leeks

Each year my celery 
bed is cleaned and 
filled with fresh soil
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I
magine a dahlia and most people

picture a large, bold, long-stemmed

flower, but I’ve spent the past couple of

years growing the complete opposite – and

what a joy it is!

The tiny, single flowers of Lilliput, Topmix

and Mignon types aren’t much bigger than

a 2p coin and, to me, they’re the dahlia

equivalent of garden or pot mum chrysanths.

Flowering non-stop, they produce masses of

blooms on plants 40cm (16in) tall and wide,

forming a pincushion effect.

They’re easy to grow and their tubers

produce lots of cuttings material so, with a

little patience, a large number of plants can

be obtained from a single tuber. Their thin

stems root very quickly, ready for potting

into 7.5cm (3in) pots of multi-purpose

compost with extra grit for drainage.

Once they’re growing strongly, you can

use them in the garden like a flowering box

hedge – pale orange ‘Petite Harvest’ is

perfect for this. You can also group them

to create a carpet of flowers. However, my

preference is to grow them on in pots. I find

a 5-litre pot is large enough to sustain one

plant, but three or five plants could go into

larger patio pots. For maximum effect,

Small wonders

I restrict myself to one variety per pot, which

join up and make a large dome of flowers.

I pot them on in stages, planting them in

2-litre pots for a few weeks before moving

them into their final pots. Each time I pot

them on, I snip back the growing tips with a

pair of scissors. The plants want to flower as

soon as they can, but a couple of trims help

them develop a pincushion effect quickly.

I recommend ‘Chessy’ lemon-yellow,

‘Lilianna’ pink and white, ‘Omo’ white,

‘Purple Petite’, ‘Star Wars’ orange, dark

foliage, and the Topmix series.

Dazzling dwarfs
The next size up, dwarf dahlias often have

larger single or semi-double flowers on

plants 45-76cm (18-30in) tall. They can

often be bought as packets of tubers in

garden centres, or later in spring as

flowering plants.

Dwarfs are grown in the same way,

although they’re not so quick to flower,

so I suggest only removing the growing tip

once and then leaving the plant to flower.

However, it’s worth removing any flowers

or buds that are present when potting or

planting to encourage new growth. Then,

simply deadhead as the flowers fade, keep

well-watered and provide a balanced feed

Lilliput anddwarf dahliaswill rewardyouwithnon-stoplowers

Small but perfectly
formed: dahlia
‘Topmix Purple’

Lilliputs in their 
final pots, creating a 
pleasing dome shape

Zesty, dramatic 
‘Roxy’ with its bright 
yellow centre
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EXPERTS
The world’s inest share their tips for success

Gardening with the

A grower for 25 years, in 2012
Dave won National Individual
Champion awards at each of
the English (Shepton Mallet),
Welsh and Sco�ish National
Dahlia Society competitions,

the first time this has ever been accomplished.
He’s very busy on YouTube, where you will find
dozens of videos on how to grow dahlias.

Dave Gillam
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in the early stages, then a high-potash feed

when plants are flowering.

They flower easily from June until

the first frost, and this group offers more 

diversity of habits and foliage colour. 

Magenta-coloured ‘Roxy’ and 

‘Encentrique’ have great dark foliage and 

bold flowers, which can be used to great 

effect in mixed plantings with foliage plants 

such as hosta or lime-green heuchera. 

Others, such as pink, orange and yellow-

blended ‘Firepot’, have large, bold flowers  

in relation to their size and work well grown 

singly in containers or as border groups. 

Other recommended varieties include 

vibrant purple ‘Little Dorrit’ and more 

muted, rose-pink ‘Christine’. 

A glorious 
sea of po�ed 

Lilliputs 

Flowering
‘Purple Petite’,
thriving in late-
season sunshine

B
a

O�Lift tubers for winter storing.
O��If leaving them in the soil, cut

down to 15cm (6in) and mulch
roots with compost to insulate.

O��Move pot-grown dahlias to  
a sheltered spot to prevent 
waterlogging. In cold spells, 
cover or wrap in fleece. 

O��Get new beds dug before  
they become too wet.

   

A pleasingly 
lemon-yellow sunny 

dahlia, ’Chessy’

You can be cu�ing 
down and storing 
tubers for winter now

‘Topmix Pink’, 
delicate and 

floriferous
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Is the greenhouse
s cculent friendly?
Q I have threedifferent

aeoniumsand several
echeverias inmygreenhouse.
Howhardyare theyand
howdo I propagate them?

Mrs B Helford, Staffordshire

AWe don’t grow enough

tender succulents in our

most need to be just frost-free to

survive. But they must be kept as

dry as possible – water is a bigger

threat than cold, so ensure the

Echeveria
Delicate spring lowers rise

from waxy rosettes of leshy

leaves. These tender perennials

are ideal for a pot.

Aeonium
Grow these evergreen

succulents with beautiful

rosettes of leaves in full sun

outdoors or under glass.

Lampranthus
Tolerating temperatures down

to -7C (19F), these succulents

are smothered in vividly-

coloured summer lowers.

roots are in rapid-draining

compost containing lots of grit.

Plant potted succulents in a

growing medium of 50 per cent

grit or sand with loam as well as

plenty of organic matter. If you

have artificial heat, keep your

greenhouse just frost-free, but

if not, insulate the interior with

bubble wrap. Succulents hardly

need any water during the

coldest months.

To propagate branching kinds,

take sideshoots as cuttings.

Allow the cut surfaces to dry for

an hour or so before inserting

the stems into gritty compost.

Echeverias don’t produce

sideshoots, but they will grow

from leaf cuttings taken in

spring. A heated propagator

will help to speed rooting.

Repeat-flowering
clematis ‘Josephine’

Many forms of tender
succulents can be
grown outdoors

Garden News
RECOMMENDS

Hardier succulents for outdoors

summer gardens. They can make

a superb contribution with their

curious foliage and distinctive

outlines. Lampranthus and

delosperma have colourful

flowers and the echeverias

have beautiful, subtly-changing

leaf coloration.

Though classed as tender,

Q I’ve heard there are
double-cropping

raspberries.Whichare they
andhowdo theywork?

Andy Steele, by email

AAutumn or primocane

varieties bear fruit on

canes that have emerged from

the ground in the same year.

They take longer to mature,

fruiting between August and

October. These canes are

routinely cut to the ground

each winter, but you can

persuade more vigorous

varieties such as ‘Himbo

Top’ and ‘Joan J’ to

provide summer and

autumn fruits.

To achieve this,

cut away in January all new

canes that haven’t fruited.

With canes that have fruited,

remove most but leave every

third or fourth along the row

unpruned. Trim off just the

tops of those and they should

flower and fruit in summer,

while new canes will provide

autumn fruit.

Can I get t o cr s?
QEven though I cut

backmycontainer-
grownclematis ‘Josephine’
in September, it produced
fresh stemsandflowers
later in autumn.Do I cut
back this newgrowth?

Joan McFarlane, by email

AWith older double

varieties of clematis,

only the first flowers (those

produced on the previous

year’s growth) were truly

double – any flowers that

appeared from July

onwards would be single.

But remarkable ‘Josephine’

produces showy, double,

two-tone pink flowers through

summer and on into autumn.

You pruned yours a little too

early, which stimulated new

growth that had time to mature

and flower. But you’ve done no

harm. In future, leave pruning

until late winter. Remove dead

or damaged stems and cut the

rest back to stout, healthy buds.

Leave the stems that carried the

late flowers untouched, other

than trimming off the dead tips.

Hopefully, they’ll then deliver

extra-early flowers next spring.

Only prune
away some
of the canes
that fruited
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Write to Your Questions
Garden News, Media House, Peterborough Business
Park, Lynch Wood, Peterborough PE2 6EA. Enclose an sae

Phone us
We solve your problems 01733 468835 Noon-1pm
Monday-Friday. Calls charged at UK national rate

Email
gn.le	ers@bauermedia.co.uk
Please include your full name and address

Social
Post your question
at facebook.com/
GardenNewsOfficial

Tweet your question
at twi	er.com/
GardenNewsMag

QWe grew 
excellent 

brassicas and other 
veg on our allotmen  
but the carrot and pa  
roots were branched  
twisted and tangle  
together. What’s wro g

K Thompson, by email

AKnown as fanging or fang 

roots, this is a condition not 

a disease. Instead of developing 

long, single roots the carrots 

produce bundles of fang-like 

roots that are often tangled. 

Sowing the seeds too close 

ether or growing 

rots in stony ground 

n cause misshapes like 

s. But the commonest 

n is excess nitrogen in 

 il, particularly from 

ted farmyard manure. 

nure is great for soil 

improvement but only leafy 

crops should be grown on 

freshly-manured ground. The 

ground will still retain fertility 

for the following year, when it 

would be safe to sow carrots or 

parsnips again. Meanwhile, 

those deformed carrots are safe 

to eat – though hard to prepare!

Q In autumn we had lots of
big spiders in our garden.

Are these chaps friends or foe?

Derek, Sevenoaks

AThe most commonly seen

species in autumn gardens

are holy cross or garden spiders

QWhat should I do with
the chrysanthemums

I’ve grown for cut flowers
this year? I have a small,
unheated greenhouse.

Mr B Wakefield, by email

AThe traditional method

is to cut the top-growth

back and plant the roots or

stools into deep trays, old fruit

boxes or large pots. Store

these under greenhouse

staging for winter and keep

the soil moist, but not too wet.

In February, move them

into full light and step up your

watering. When new shoots

appear, remove them, cutting

close to the root. These are

called basal cuttings and you

can slip up to five cuttings

into a 9cm (3½in) pot, filled

with a 50-50 mix of Perlite

and potting compost.

Keep them warm,

moist and in full light –

preferably in a heated

propagator. Pot up your

cuttings when they’ve rooted.

Which small or medium 
winter-flowering 
shrub would suit my 
li
le front garden with 
sun for half the day?
Geoff Mitchell, by email
There are many, but for a 
small garden you need  
one with good all-round 
a	ributes and preferably 
evergreen. Lovely Mahonia 

japonica (pictured) has pale 
yellow winter flowers whose 
fragrance is similar to lily-
of-the-valley, or try deeply
perfumed Daphne bholua

‘Jacqueline Postill’ or
Sarcococca hookeriana.

I’ve developed a small
heather bed on our acid
soil from almost pure
sand. Can you give me
the names of native
British varieties?
Mrs V Lang, Norfolk
Finding the true wild species
could be difficult because
most specialists offer just
varieties, but try using the
RHS Plant Finder. Common
or bell heather is Erica

cinerea, often seen on dry
heaths, along with ling or
Calluna vulgaris. Cornish
heath is Erica vagans and,
on damp or boggy heaths,
you’ll also find cross-leaved
heath, Erica tetralix.

Is it too late to split
wild primroses?
Jane Compton, by email
If there’s a mild spell, risk
it. Lift mature primroses,
gently tease them apart
and re-plant the youngest,
healthiest divisions straight
away. However, if the
weather has turned cold,

postpone 
that task until 
March. In future, divide 
primroses soon after 
flowering in late May or 
early June. Keep re-planted 
divisions cool and moist.

While digging, I found a 
hibernating toad, which
I slipped under some ivy
in a quiet corner. Do you
think it will be OK?
Mr H Clark, Newark
Toads need a dark, dry spot
safe from predators, so your
chosen position should be
fine. You could also have
created a ‘hibernaculum’ by
digging a shallow depression
in soil, lined with sand for
drainage covered with a
paving slab and some form
of entrance hole.

How do I get rid of the
toadstools on our lawn?
Mr C Martin, by email
Toadstools do no harm
unless you eat the few
poisonous ones. You
can’t get rid of the fungi
– toadstools are merely
fruiting bodies of these huge
subterranean organisms.
Admire their beauty and
remember that fungi make
possible life as we know it!

– scientific name Araneus

diadematus. They rest on their 

exquisite webs, often bouncing  

it to and fro when alarmed. The 

name comes from the beautiful 

patterning on that plump 

abdomen. And, by the way, these 

big ‘chaps’ will be the females.

During autumn, the female 

lays eggs and secures them in

a silken egg sac, from which

hundreds of tiny spiderlings

will emerge next spring. By

producing long lengths of silk,

spiderlings catch rising air

currents and ‘balloon’ away

to new habitats.

iders are good in  

 garden. They prey  

on insects, many of 

which are pests, 

and form part of  

the food chain that 

sustains garden 

birds. Plus their 

webs are beautiful.

How do I store mums?

The garden-friendly 
holy cross spider 
and her spiderlings

Dig up and plant 
chrysanthemum 
roots in trays 

B
au

er
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L
eeks, sprouts, purple 

sprouting broccoli and 

spring cabbages are 

developing well. We’ve started 

harvesting the winter Savoy 

‘Jade’, an F1 with very tender 

heads, and leek 

‘Musselburgh’, 

which seems to 

improve as the 

weather 

deteriorates. 

Brussels sprout 

‘Trafalgar’ is 

looking good for 

Christmas.

We cover all the 

brassicas with fine netting 

to deter cabbage white butterflies 

and wood pigeons, avoiding the 

use of pesticides at any cost. I 

recently had to don kneepads  

and go hand-picking slugs with 

forceps and collecting them in a 

jar. This appears to have halted 

their advance for the moment.

Shortly, I’ll be picking and 

storing the last of a decent apple 

Sprouts and holly look 
good for Christmas

   Over the 

FENCE

W
e’ve enjoyed plenty of 

lovely autumn colour 

in the garden this 

year. Acers have been stunning, 

especially an unnamed seedling 

Readers’ 
gardens 

now!

crop. We’re enjoying ‘Fiesta’ at 

present, which leaves the large 

fruits of ‘Braeburn’ to harvest. 

‘Crimson Bramley’s Seedling’ 

looks wonderful on the tree, 

but it will also have to be 

picked. Pruning and 

Spring cabbages 
and holly berries 
are maturing

mulching will follow. 

The asparagus  

top growth has been 

phenomenally 

attractive as usual, but 

it’s changing colour, so 

I’ll soon prune it to near 

ground level. This will allow 

us to apply gritty sand then 

organic mulch to the bed, 

setting it up for next spring.

My main job for the 

coming week is a full tidy-up  

of the cold greenhouse. I’ll sort  

out which plants are capable of 

surviving the cold with fleece 

Autumn’s
vivid hues

Tom 
Pattinson

A garden full 
of unusual 
plants and a 
big collection 

of fruit and vegetables in 
Alnwick, Northumberland.

Joanna 
Daniels

A family garden 
in Astley Burf, 
Worcestershire, 
with recently 

developed beds and borders.

protection and which need space 

in the conservatory. Then we’ll 

wash down the benches and 

windows. All this hopefully 

without disturbing the resident 

toad, who’s dug in for winter under 

a stack of seed trays!

We’re still picking fresh spray 

chrysanths for vases, but colour 

from long-lasting penstemons, 

rudbeckias and cosmos is just 

starting to fade. No matter, the 

winter-flowering shrubs have 

moved centre stage, and if 

blackbirds leave the holly berries 

alone, we’re all set for Christmas.

Pruning 
asparagus  
hard back

Leeks improve as 
winter progresses

Still picking 
spray chrysanths

P
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November saw a 
final flourish of 
deep pink cosmos



They prefer a sheltered site, with a little bit of shade along with well-drained soil.

Perfect for rockeries, front borders and pots. The flowering time is from April to May, growing a height of 7-10cm (4 inches).

They re-appear each year and also produce pseudobulbs (bulblets), which can be collected in late spring and potted up.

Pleione are extremely easy to grow and are a wonderful addition to your  home or garden.

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

ROCKERY ORCHID  
(Pleione Formosana)

A beautiful small orchid that can be grown outdoors as well as indoors.

Post to: Anglia Bulb Company Ltd, 62a Straight Road, Boxted, Colchester, Esex C04 5QY

www.angliabulbs.com Phone 01206 272728 for catalogue

✄
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bought from Westonbirt 

Arboretum many years 

ago whose leaves turn a 

vibrant red. Prunus 

‘Kojo-no-mai’ was planted 

mainly for its white spring 

flowers, but it does look 

lovely again at this time  

of year as the leaves  

change colour. 

I’ve been busy emptying 

the leaf bin of two years’ worth of 

leaf mould. Some has been spread 

on the asparagus bed as a thick 

mulch, while the remainder is 

stacked at the side of the vegetable 

patch ready for use. 

As leaves tumbled thick and 

fast, I virtually filled the leaf bin  

up again. At the moment, there’s  

a mixture of yellow birch leaves 

and deep plum-coloured leaves 

from a prunus on the lawn; they 

looked so pretty it was almost a 

shame to rake them up.

A recent weekend saw us  

taking off the tops of two conifers 

growing between the garden and 

the orchard, which has let in more 

light. A dull chilly day was the 

perfect excuse for a bonfire to 

dispose of the branches.

We’ve had a heavy crop of 

apples from a couple of  mature 

trees, one being a ‘Bramley’s 

Seedling’. We’ve juiced many, with 

the result not being as sour as you 

would expect from a cooking 

apple. We put a small amount of 

juice into demi-johns and it’s 

bubbling away furiously in the 

P
h

oto
s: O

liver D
an

iels

kitchen – hopefully 

it will turn into a 

palatable cider.

I’ve been planting 

bulbs – Narcissus 

pseudonarcissus to naturalise 

amongst the fruit trees, camassia 

and Narcissus poeticus on the 

other side of the orchard, and 

tulips into terracotta pots. I’ve also 

taken cuttings of roses ‘Charles de 

Mills’ and ‘Tuscany Superb’.

Eye-catching 
vibrant red 
acer seedling

Border colour is 
extending well 
into winter

Aster 
‘Harrington’s 

Pink’

Autumn leaves 
create colour  

but fall fast



SOFT FLEECE BUTTON TOP

For incredible warmth and standout style, our new fluffy fleece is

such a comforting choice – so soft inside and out, with cosy side

pockets and a snug stand neck with 3 chunky football

buttons. Finished with herringbone back neck tape and

hanging loop. Length approx 30” (76cm). Plus only £3.99 delivery.

Machine Washable    100% Polyester

Pale Cream Multi    Black Multi    Grey Multi

S  M  L  XL  2XL  3XL   

AA13330 UZV

HALF
PRICE
now £17.50

was £35

•FLUFFY FLEECE

•STAND NECK WITH 
CHUNKY BUTTONS

BLACK MULTI GREY MULTI

PALE CREAM

MULTI

order today, 

visit cottontraders.com

or call 0844 844 1111 Please send me item(s) indicated (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

I enclose my Cheque/PO made payable

to Cotton Traders Limited for £

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Initial Surname

Address

Postcode

Telephone                                                                      Signature

Email address

TOTALQTY2ND COLOUR
CHOICE

1ST COLOUR
CHOICE

ORDER CODE SIZE

INSURANCE     48p†

UK DELIVERY    £3.99

TOTAL

PLEASE POST TO: Cotton Traders Ltd, 1-2 Atlantic Street, Broadheath, Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 5FA

Please debit my MasterCard/Visa/Amex/Maestro

PLEASE USE THIS

PROMOTIONAL CODE

TO CLAIM YOUR OFFER

Valid From Expiry Date Issue No. Security Code* 748J
† Delete to decline Insurance (guarantees ‘refund or replace’ if undelivered 7 work days after despatch). Payment

taken at point of order, we aim to deliver within 3 working days from despatch, stock subject to availability. We
comply with CCR2013. Calls to 0844 numbers will cost 7p per minute plus your phone company’s access
charge. £3.99 UK standard delivery. International delivery from £6.95; see website. We do not offer free
returns – for full details please refer to your delivery note. Prices quoted are those ruling at time of production.
Due to circumstances beyond our control, prices may have to be altered. One promotion per order. We comply
with DPA 1998. Tick if you do not wish to receive information from other companies. For full T&C’s, please
visit cottontraders.com. *Last 3 digits (Amex 4) on back of card. This is mandatory to process your order.

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED

Cotton Traders Limited, 1-2 Atlantic Street, Broadheath, Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 5FA

Fast, reliable UK & International delivery service
International delivery available online to over 40 countries worldwide
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A
tip for Mr K Walmsley, of Scunthorpe, whose plum tree 

isn’t producing fruit. Our plum had this problem, but  

I read in an old gardening book that we should put  

lime down in autumn and then again in spring before the tree 

blossomed, even though we live in a limestone area. Apparently, 

the plum needs ‘free’ lime. Every year since the tree has produced 

masses of delicious fruit!

Paul and Val Kenny, by email
Jo says: Old books certainly do contain some

nuggets of wisdom – thanks for sharing this with us.

Solving a plum problem

A few late pickings from
the November garden.
TheConstantGardener,
Twi�er

First snowdrops at Weeping
Ash Garden.
John Bent, Twi�er

A seriously confused
Christmas cactus on Friday 13!
Sue J H, Twi�er

Write to
Jo-Anne Wright,
Garden News, Media
House, Peterborough 
Business Park, Lynch 
Wood, Peterborough 
PE2 6EA. 

Email 
gn.le	ers@
bauermedia.co.uk

Facebook 
facebook.com/
GardenNewsOfficial

Twitter
twi	er.com/
GardenNewsMag

SEED CATALOGUE
2016
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FREE
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@ GET THESE 2 PACKETS OF SEEDFREE with every seed order
@ SAVE UP TO 20% on all seed wheyou buy ANY 5 or more packets

FREE!
WORTH £3.78

Paul and Val win a £25 voucher from Mr Fothergill’s for use in its 
brand-new mail-order catalogue for 2016, out now! It’s packed with a 
huge choice of quality seeds and exciting flower, fruit and veg plants.

STAR
PRIZE

found
Earlier this year my mum planted

some bulbs around the garden

but couldn’t remember which

ones she had planted where. Then

this plant grew – she thought it

was a crocosmia, but it turned out

be a tigridia. As you can see

m the photo, it looked really

autiful. It is such a shame that

e flowers only last a day.

ie Day, London
says: Thanks for sending this in

’s so pretty! I love it when bulbs

d tubers pop up surprise flowers.

JO WRIGHT

With the editor of Garden News

Pick of the

POST
Banana 
surprise
This was a nice surprise – I found 

my first bunch of bananas!

Alan Russell, Maidstone
Jo says: Many people grow 

banana plants for the leaves, but 

you’ve gone one better, Alan! 

Keeping 
going!
This is a view of my porch,

where I’m trying to keep the

autumn colour going for as

long as possible. I’m using 

potted plants and dried 

painted stems from florists, 

nurseries, Leeds market and 

garden centres. Every time 

visitors arrive, there is a lovely 

splash of colour, which I’m 

keeping into the winter by 

taking out strugglers and adding 

new seasonal colour.

Ian Salter, Leeds 
Jo says: Ian, I’m really impressed 

– what a colourful welcome! 

Reaching for the sky!
I thought you would like to see my first attempt at growing a sunflower.

Ellen, Mansfield
Jo says: Wow, Ellen, great first attempt – I bet you were delighted! 

Remember to stake and tie-in the stem to make the roots more stable.

Poinsettia 
is reborn
I received this poinsettia last Christmas. It 

duly died back but has now come back to life!

Josephine Berry, Somerton
Jo says: Well done! It’s certainly not that easy  

to get them to bloom a second time! 



ORDER FORM (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) Please send to: Van Meuwen VSOP676, Admail ADM3952, Spalding PE11 1ZZ.

All products are covered 
by theVan Meuwen

5 Star guarantee.Visit 
our website for more 
details, incredible 

special offers and to 
request a catalogue.

5
STARGUARANTEE

Please tick this box if you do not wish to receive offers from carefully selected companies. By supplying your

email address you give us consent to email you special offers from Van Meuwen. We will not

pass your email address to a third party. Full terms and conditions are available on request

or on our website at www.vanmeuwen.com.

Email                                                                    

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to‘Van Meuwen’ for £

Name                                                                                  

Address                                                                              

                                                                             

Postcode                                  Telephone               

Order Code

VSOP676

Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV

Cardholder’s name Expiry Date                  /                   

Please debit my: Visa Mastercard Maestro

FREE 2015
Plant, Seed and
Bulb Catalogue

Out Now!
Please send me

my free copy

or request online.
{ tick box }

To place your priority order visit:

www.vanmeuwen.com/VSOP676
Or call 0844 573 7431
Maximum call charge for BT customers is 7p per minute. Calls from other networks may vary.

We won’t be beaten on Quality or Price! - Guaranteed

Pruning Saw
A pristine, picture perfect garden 

doesn’t have to be diffi cult to maintain. 
Now is the perfect time to care for your garden; 

pruning helps promote blooms while also stopping 
wild and unruly trees, bushes and shrubs from 

taking over your garden and with our new pruning 
saw it doesn’t have to be hard work. Razor sharp teeth 

line the 7”(17.5cm) hardened, rust-resistant, steel blade, 
which will simply tear through

branches up to 5” (10cm) thick before
folding back into the  handle for 

convenient storage. Meanwhile a 
sturdy and easy to use safety lock 

helps to protect you from injury, 
holding the blade securely open or 
closed. The ergonomic, rubberised 
handle is easy to grip comfortably 

helping to avoid painful blisters. 
Why not also buy secateurs and snips 

for the complete pruning kit?

*Dispatched next working day.

Code Item Description Price Qty Total

         COMPLETE PRUNING KIT - SAVE £16 

V58693P Pruning Saw, Secateurs & Garden Snips £19.97

VJ12785A Pruning Saw – SAVE £13 £6.99

V14337 Secateurs £7.99

V14249A Garden Snips – WAS £7.99 £5.99

 P&P £3.95

 Grand Total

Keep your garden in shape!
Our new compact pruning saw makes garden

maintenance easier than ever before

Cuts through branches 5" (10cm) thick

Hardened, rust-resistant blade

Soft, easy grip handle

 Blade safely locks in place

PRUNING SAW

WAS £19.99

NOW ONLY

£6.99
HURRY - OFFER MUST END

DECEMBER 15th

Dispatched within

24 hours*

9am-8pm weekdays 9am-6pm weekends 
quote code ‘VSOP676’
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of the other (7)

6 Variety of Ligularia dentata,  

as is, appropriately, ‘Othello’ (9)

7 Stay in the same place (6)

13 Bladed gardening implement (3)

14 Species or variety name 

meaning bright (9)

17 Blooms (7)

18 No one in particular (7)

20 Observe (3)

22 Modified sideshoot of a cactus, 

surmounted by small hairs  

or spines (6)

24 Iron tripod on which to stand  

a pot or ke	le (6)

25 Small white ice crystals forming 

SOLUTION TO No 46
Across 3 Enkianthus 9 Ilex 10 Sweet
12 Zoe 13 Disease 16 Alms 18 Flat  
20 Viola 22 Masonry 23 Fairies 25 Vetch  
26 Fete 28 Deal 31 Ginseng 34 Duo  
35 Extol 37 Days 38 Preference
Down 1 Kind 2 Peas 4 Nyssa 5 Ice 6 Nuts  
7 Hazel 8 Slept 11 Well 14 Imitate  
15 Enlarge 17 Star 18 Flowers 19 African  
21 Seed 24 Sago 26 Fed up 27 Those
29 Lilac 30 Were 32 Edam 33 Gash 36 The
Hidden quotation ‘Sweet peas were the 
kind of flowers fairies slept in.’

Crossword number 46 winner  
is Mrs J Lake, of Burford, Oxon

on the ground and on plants (5)

26 Cereal plant of the genus 

triticum (5)

ACROSS
8 Royal name, and variety of 

Magnolia doltsopa (9)

9 ‘Starry ___’, award-winning 

variety of dianthus (4)

10 Large fleshy fruit with  

a hard skin (5)

11 His beard provides the name  

for the wild Clematis vitalba (3,3)

12 and 25 Term famously applied 

by Churchill to Ba	le of Britain 

pilots (3,3)

14 Working with needle and  

thread (6)

15 Large number of (4)

16 Fibre of the cannabis plant (4)

19 Facial feature (4)

21 Common name of salvia (4)

23 Species name meaning  

‘woolly’ (6)

25 See 12 across

27 ___ grass, of the genus poa (6)

28 Rosa rubiginosa, the sweet ___ 

(5)

29 Narrow valley in Scotland (4)

30 ___ pinnata, perennial also 

known as feathered bronze leaf (9)

DOWN
1 Dicentra spectabilis, bleeding 

___ (5)

2 Long narrow hilltop (5)

3 Dung used as a fertiliser (6)

4 Plant’s slender climbing  

support (7)

5 Moving in one side and out  

U
se the following answers 

to complete an old 

English proverb:  

‘15 across 9 across go 5 down  

12 across 27 across, but 25 across 

20 down 12 across 17 down.’

No. 

48

New plant food from the
Baby Bio® Vitality range

There is a radical new plant food range  

from a brand you know and trust: Baby Bio® 

Vitality. The range combines bio-stimulants and 

nutrients in one product. Designed to optimise  

a plant’s development, this mix creates the 

‘activator effect’, to ensure the plant absorbs  

the right nutrients at the right time. 

Top Growth Edibles is suitable for all kinds of 

edibles. It encourages fast and balanced growth 

for strong and healthy plants. In trials run in 

Bayer’s Research and Development facilities,  

the yields were 35 per cent higher than crops  

fed with standard NPK fertilisers.

 Top Taste has the perfect balance of nutrients 

for improved ripening and the production of 

be	er-flavoured and more nourishing vegetables 

and sweeter,  

tastier fruit.  

 Feed regularly 

with Top Growth 

Edibles for 

accelerated, 

balanced growth 

and healthy plants. 

Once the fruit or 

vegetables start to form, also use  

Top Taste for improved ripening and flavour.

To win a 750ml bo	le of each product, send  

your crossword plus the hidden proverb to 

Crossword No 48, Garden News, Media House, 

Peterborough PE2 6EA. The winner will be  

drawn on December 11.

WIN!
Boost edibles 
with Baby Bio® 
Vitality



decorative festi asts

Old yoghurt pots make

ideal moulds – they 

come in various  

shapes and sizes

Feed
the
birds!
Treats that’ll make your garden look attractive

Home 

E
nticing birds into your garden is a win-

win – good for the garden and the birds!

Pest control is high on the agenda – ants,

earwigs, whiteflies, aphids and caterpillars

will be devoured with relish.

S
h
u
�
e
rs
to
c
k

There is less food about for birds in winter

and they need regular feeding just to stay

warm. Fat balls are high in energy and

usually contain a mix of seeds, which helps

attract different types of birds.

Goldfinches love niger seed, blue

tits love peanuts and robins and pied

wagtails, mealworms. By inviting them

into your garden you’ll be able to see

their antics and in return for feeding

you’ll be rewarded with your very own

bug-control squad. For a Christmas

twist, why not make bell-shapes,

used here to deck a holly bough?

Remember to always provide a

supply of fresh water too, because

many of their usual water supplies

will be frozen over.
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More ideas
to try
LOG FEEDER
OUsing a drill, make lots of 8mm (⅓in)

holes in a half split log.

OMake two holes near the top, thread

through strong twine to hang it from.

�Fill the holes with tidbits such as 

anas, split peanuts, black sunflower 

eds and suet.

ONKEY-NUT 

TRING

�Use a long bodkin to 

read monkey nuts 

nto thick, waxed 

addler’s thread.

O�Hang them from a 

branch – it won’t take 

the finches and tits  

long to find it!

 Make your own fat ball

1
Use suet or lard, plus 

goodies such as chopped 

apple, mealworms, broken 

peanuts, niger seed and birdseed.

4
Pour chopped apple, 

sultanas, mealworms and

seeds into the melted suet

and give it a good stir.

3
Make a hole in a yoghurt 

pot. Thread through a loop 

of string with a piece of  

stick kno	ed at one end.

6
Take tray out of fridge, 

carefully cut away the

pots using small nail

scissors and turn out carefully.

2
Melt the suet or lard in a 

large pan over a low heat 

and keep an eye on it. It 

melts quite quickly!

5
Fill pots to the brim, 

pressing mix well down

until full. Place on a tray

in the fridge overnight to set.

P
h

otos: N
eil H

epw
orth

Drill holes into a log and 
fill with goodies such as 

sultanas and suet

   
  

   

Use a long bodkin 

to thread monkey 

nuts onto thick 

saddler’s thread 

ext w
eek: G

row a  

istm
as tree!

TOP TIP
Squash a sultana 

into the pot’s 
hole before 

filling to stop fat 
leaking out.



Cosy Long Sleeve Velour

Kaftan
£ .

save

A Pleasure To Wear Any

Time Of Day Or Night!

Available In 5 Great
Colours And 6 Sizes

Relax In Total Comfort!

Fits From Size 12 To 34
This lovely long sleeved Kaftan is made from soft touch, luxurious velour

feel fabric for absolute comfort any time day or night. Featuring a scoop

round neck with a long front zip making it very easy to put on and take o .

Two handy side seam pockets complement the design making this one of

the most comfortable Kaftans you could ever wear. Machine washable,

easy care, easy wear 100% Polyester. Overall length approx 132cm (52").

Long
Front

Zip

Side
Seam

Pockets

Length
132cm

52”

Available in sizes: S (12/14), M (16/18),

L (20/22), XL (24/26), XXL (28/30) & XXXL (32/34)

Easy Care 
Polyester

www.healthylivingdirect.com
Order 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week From The Comfort Of Your Home

0871 472 4250
Calls cost 13p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge

Lines Open 8am - 10pm Weekdays, 9am - 5pm Weekends

Occasionally our customer lists are offered to carefully screened companies, whose products or services may be of interest. 

Should these mailings not be required please advise us. Healthy Living Direct, Wadsworth Road, Driffield, YO25 9DJ

Healthy Living Direct, 

Wadsworth Road, Driffield, YO25 9DJ
Post The Completed Order Form To The Above Address

NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 72HRS PLEASE ALLOW 14-21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY IN EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES

*Our Standard Postage & Packing charge includes FREE Insurance covering any loss or damage to your goods in transit.

Mrs/Ms/Mr _____ Initials ______ Surname ___________________________Date of Birth ___ /___ /___
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__ Postcode 

Telephone No. E-mail Address

OR debit my Mastercard/Visa/Maestro Card:

Card No. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Start Date ___ ___ / ___ ___ End Date ___ ___ / ___ ___ Issue No. ___ ___

Card Security No: ___ ___ ___

Signature ____________________________________________________

Last 3 Digits On
Signature Strip

Kingstown Associates Reg in England No. 6742414

I enclose my cheque/PO for £ inc. p&p (made payable to HLD)

EGN550
MEDIA CODE

RAPID DESPATCH SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY 

BACK. ALL OUR PRODUCTS CARRY 
A LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Sizes(s) Colour(s)

Total £

Total Price

Please Add £3.99 P&P To Your Order

Product Code

30062 Velour Kaftan 

30062 Velour Kaftan 

30062 Velour Kaftan 

MACHINE

WASHABLE

  Coral
  (COR)

  Lilac
  (LIL)

  Navy
  (NAV)

  Burgundy
  (BUR)

  Blue
  (BLU)



Hayloft Plants

Daphne odora
‘Aureomarginata’

Voted one of the most fragrant

shrubs in the UK in January, this

plant is smothered in clusters of pale

pink with a dark pink reverse flowers

that contrast with the dark glossy

evergreen and yellow-rimmed foliage.

Height and spread: 1.5m (5ft).

Rare
Edgeworthia
chrysantha
Unique, rounded clusters

housing hairy, tubular,

yellow flowers with a sweet

fragrance from October to

March. Ideal for a pot in full

sun and well-drained soil.

Height and spread: 1.5m (5ft).

All supplied in 9cm (3½in)

pots in 14 days.

Described as a
must-have

plant
by the RHS

FREE
POSTAGE
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HOW TO ORDER

made payable to Hayloft Plants (with name and address on the back)
OR charge my Visa/ Mastercard / Maestro card with:

I enclose a cheque/postal order for

By post Cut out order form and send orders to Garden News
Mellow-yellow Reader Ofer, PO BOX 2020, Pershore WR10 9BP.

To order online Visit www.hayloftplants.co.uk/ROGN15

To order by phone Call 01386 426245 and quote ROGN15

All plants will be despatched in 14 days at the perfect time to plant and
enjoy. Online orders will receive an order acknowledgement via email
with approximate delivery date. Ofer closes February 28, 2016.

All items are subject to availability; we reserve the right to send suitable
substitutes or for paid for items, ofer a refund. If demand exceeds
anticipated volumes for free items, we retain the right to replace with
products of a similar retail value with no further notice. Ofer available
to UK addresses only. Reader Ofers cannot be used in conjunction with
any other promotions or discounts. Please tick here if you prefer not to
receive ofers from any company other than HayloftQ

YOUR DATA PROTECTION PREFERENCES BauerMedia (Publishers ofGardenNews)mayalso like to contact youbypost or phone. Please tick if youdonotwish tobe contactedbyus Q or by carefully selected
partner organisations Q Byentering your e-mail address youare choosing to receive email from time to time fromGardenNews. Wewill never pass thesedetails to anyother organisation.

CODE ITEM PRICE QTY TOTAL

ROGN15-49PTC01 Chimonanthus praecox (1 plant) £15

ROGN15-49PTD01 Daphne odora ‘Aureomarginata’ (1 plant) £15

ROGN15-49PTE01 Edgeworthia chrysantha (1 plant) £15

ROGN15-49PTF03
Mellow Yellow Winter Fragrance Mix 
HALF PRICE – SAVE £22.50 –PLUS 50 FREE 
FRITILLARIA BULBS, WORTH £18

£22.50

Postage and packaging free FREE

TOTAL  £

 

OFFERS

Signature

Issue No.
(Maestro/Switch) Security No. Postcode

Address

Tel. Email Address

Start Date

Title Initial Surname£

£

Expiry Date

Card No.

Buy 1 for £15 
or 3 for £22.50 

at half price.
PLUS

50 FREE
Fritillaria bulbs 

worth £18

Mellow-yellow 
fragrance mix  
T

his carefully selected mix of plants have been hand-

chosen for their early winter interest. With ease of 

growth, reliable flowering, healthy vigour and divine 

fragrance, all varieties create continuity and repetition, 

which will help your garden bloom through the gloom. 

Chimonanthus praecox
Unique creamy, sulphur-yellow flowers with maroon inner petals 

decorate bare stems, filling the air with a spicy cinnamon scent from 

November to March. Height: 3m (10ft). Spread: 1.8m (6ft).
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2016 Preliminary Catalogue now available including
ŽƵƌ ĞǆĐůƵƐŝǀĞ ŶĞǁ ǀĂƌŝĞƟĞƐ ĂŶĚ ĂĚĚŝƟŽŶƐ ƚŽ ŽƵƌ

already extensive range

ǁǁǁ�ŚĂůůƐŽĬĞĚĚŽŶ�ĐŽ�ƵŬ

Sheval Megan (SD) 
Gold Award NDS Trials 2015 

�ŚĞĐŬ�ŽƵƚ�ŽƵƌ�ŶĞǁ�ůŽŽŬ��ƵƉĚĂƚĞĚ�ǁĞď�ƐŝƚĞ�ƚŽ�ƐĞĞ�Ăůů�ŽƵƌ�ŶĞǁ�

ǀĂƌŝĞƟĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ϮϬϭϲ�ƐĞĂƐŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĂŬĞ�ĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞ�ŽĨ�ŽƵƌ�ϭϬй�

ĞĂƌůǇ�ŽƌĚĞƌ�ĚŝƐĐŽƵŶƚ�;ĞǆƉŝƌĞƐ�ϭϬ!ϭϮ!ϭϱ#��

Send 2 x 2
nd 

class stamps to: 
Halls of Heddon (GN

4
), West Heddon Nursery,  

Heddon on the Wall, Northumberland, NE15 0JS. 
 

Tel: 01661 852445 
Main illustrated catalogue to be sent out late December 

Westerton JWH (MD) 

Dahlias and
Chrysanthemums

  

Choice of 3 colours

Tel/Fax: 0113 239 3636

£5.00 inc VAT
plus postage and packaging

Email: mk.precision.tooling@btconnect.com

STOPS RATTLING

FENCE PANELS

also on ebay

  

33 Tingewick Road, Buckingham MK18 4AE
Telephone - 01280 822133, Fax - 01280 815491, E-mail - info@hedging.co.uk

ROBINSON’S VEGETABLE
SEEDS & PLANTS

TOP QUALITY NATURALLY GROWN

Tomatoes, Beans, Artichokes, 
Asparagus, Rhubarb,

Chillies and much more.
Plus our famous

MAMMOTH ONIONS & LEEKS
Write, phone or email for your free 2016 catalogue

W Robinson & Son (See s ants t
Sunny Bank, Forton, Preston PR3 0BN
Tel. 01524 791210

Website: www.mammothonion.co.uk Email: info@mammothonion.co.uk
Find us on facebook/mammothvegetables Established & family owned since 1860

www.reminscotland.com

T: 01330 8 0 14volcanic rock dust
SOIL AND COMPOST REMINERALISER

Visit REMIN On-line Shop for Educational Stocking Filler!

Quality Equipment
for Greenhouse and Garden

01246 451077
www.twowests.co.uk

3TAGING� s� 0LANT� 0OTS� s� 0ROPAGATORS� s� 4HERMOSTATS

3HELVING� s� #LOCHES� s� 2AISED� "EDS� s� #OMPOSTERS

0EST� #ONTROL� s� &RUIT� #AGES� s� (EATERS� s� 7ATERING

3YSTEMS�s�#OLD�&RAMES�s�'REENHOUSES�s�0OLYTUNNELS

Over 2000 Quality Products

Request your free catalogue today

JRG DAHLIAS

EXHIBITION + GARDEN

DAHLIAS

DAHLIA SPECIALIST
J&I Cruickshanks

Ridgeview Nursery

Crossroads By Longridge

West Lothian EH47 9AB

Tel.01501 771144

Catalogue available to download at

www.ridgeviewnursery.co.uk

Hative De Niort Shallots 
3/4" dia upwards £23 per 25. Below 

3/4" dia £19 per 25 inc p&p. Ready now.
Kelsae Onions,

Blanch & Pot Leek Seedlings 
£23 per 100, £19 per 50 inc p&p. 

Ready Jan/Feb delivery.
Pendle Blanch & Cumbrian Pot Leeks 

Rooted pips £23 per 25 inc p&p. 
Ready Dec delivery.

M. Brereton, 12 Fox Lane, Alrewas, 
Burton on Trent DE13 7EG. Tel 01283 790542

GARDENING DIRECTORY
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Freeanemonebulbs
forevery reader!

A
nemone 'Saint

Bridgid' has lovely

semi-double lowers

from late May until late

June. It grows to about 25cm

(10in) tall and thrives in full

sun or partial shade. The

bulbs are best planted in

groups. To receive 75 bulbs

in mixed colours just send

£3.95 to cover postage

costs, or get them free

when you order our special

double-lowered anemone c

bulbs each ofO 'The Admiral' violetO ‘The Governor’ scarlet

O ‘Lord Lieutenant' blueO ‘Mount Everest’ white.

Our ofer price is £11.95, saving £4.

Delivery from late December. Ofer closes December 27.

To order, tel: 01733 840111

HOW TO ORDER

made payable to Garden News (with name and address on the back)
OR charge my Visa/ Mastercard / Maestro card with:

I enclose a cheque/postal order for

Fill in the form and send to

GNOfers (05/12),
PO Box 136,
Coates,
Peterborough
PE7 2FE,
or call 01733 840111.

All ofers are subject to availability. Plant ofers open
to UK readers only. Overseas readers, please phone for
details of availability. Garden News does not accept
responsibility for coupons that are lost, delayed or �lled
in incorrectly.

Please allow 28 days for delivery unless stated
otherwise. Guaranteed to arrive in good condition or
your money back.

YOUR DATA PROTECTION PREFERENCES Bauer Media (Publishers of Garden News) may also like to contact youbypost or phone. Please tick if youdonotwish tobe contactedbyus Q or by carefully selected
partner organisations Q Byentering your e-mail address youare choosing to receive email from time to time fromGardenNews.Wewill never pass thesedetails to anyother organisation.

5-function garden
multi-tool
This 5-function garden multi-tool 

with secateurs, weeder, large knife, 

grafting knife and serrated jaws is 

ideal for many gardening jobs. When it's 

not in use, the tool folds into a pocket-size storage pouch.

Garden News subscribers can save a further £2 on this item by 

simply entering your subscriber number on the order coupon. 

Our ofer price is £9.99 for subscribers and £11.99  

for non subscribers. 

Please order by December 16 for pre-Christmas delivery.  

Ofer closes December 27.

MONEY OFF
for Garden News subscribers!

OFFERS

Signature

Issue No.
(Maestro/Switch) Security No. Postcode

Address

Tel. Email Address

Start Date

Title Initial Surname£

£

Expiry Date

Card No.

Dwarf iris bulbs
Dwarf iris are a  delight in  

early spring, lowering from

January and into April. Ideal

for pots or in the border or

rockery – or any sunny well-

drained position – they grow to

only about 15cm (6in) tall. Our

special dwarf iris collection

comprises 5 bulbs each of  

O ‘Blue Hill’ violet blue with 

a yellow blotch O ‘White 

Caucasus’ pure white  

O 10 bulbs each of ‘Sunshine’

bright golden yellow, ‘Palm

Spring' deep purple blue and

‘Sheila Ann Germaney’ light

blue hybrid.

Our ofer price is £18.95,

saving more than £12.

Delivery from late December.

Ofer closes December 27.

ITEM PRICE QTY TOTAL

FREE Anemone 'Saint Bridgid' (75 bulbs) £3.95  
postage

Double-lowered anemone collection (40 bulbs, plus 75 free) £11.95

FREE allium 'Magic' (3 bulbs) £3.99  
postage

Late summer-lowering allium collection (3 bulbs, plus 3 free) £12.95

Dwarf iris (40 bulbs) £18.95

5-function garden multi-tool Subscriber no______________________________ £9.99

5-function garden multi-tool Non subscriber £11.99

Postage (regardless of size of order). Don’t add if you’ve just ordered free items £1.95 £1.95

TOTAL  £
 

‘Blue Hill’ ‘Sunshine’     

‘Sheila Ann Germaney'    

75 
FREE 

BULBS! 
*JUST PAY £3.95

POSTAGE

3 free allium bulbs
These late summer-lowering varieties will 

lower during June and July. New variety 

‘Magic’ is a cross between Allium schubertii 

and Allium atropurpureum. Growing to 

roughly 90cm (3ft) tall, each single stem is 

topped with an 20-25cm (8-10in) cluster of 

reddish-purple lowers. Send of for 3 bulbs for 

just £3.99 to cover postage costs, or get them free 

when you order our super late summer-lowering 

allium collection, which comprises 1 bulb each of  

O ‘Summer Drummer’ purple and white O ‘Red 

Mohican’ Deep red with white crest O ‘Forelock’ maroon-purple.

Our ofer price is £12.95, saving more than £10.

Delivery from late December. Ofer closes December 27.

JUST PAY

£3.99
POSTAGE

‘White
Caucasus’ ‘Palm Spring’     



7
If you pull up some
leeks and then ‘heel’
them in shallowly in a

ench they’ll stay fresh, but
ill be easy to harvest if the

weather turns nasty.

8
Harvest sprouts
from the bottom,
leaving higher ones

to develop. Save the tops
for a treat at the end!

9
If you’re keeping your greenhouse
frost free, just insulate half of it
and save fuel costs. On sunny

days, ventilate to keep it mould-free.

10
Adding lime is important to
keep soil sweet now, but how
much? Invest in a soil-testing

kit and get it right!

Don’t miss out!
NEXT
WEEK

BUMPER ISSUE
Celebrate the delights of winter!

GENIUS
Gardening

Nuggets of pure wisdom

O The best plants to sparkle in a frost

O Give your garden a festive makeover

W
inter’s here and the weather is 
really starting to let us know!  
But how are you keeping up the 

excitement of the garden for December?  
Is winter a down time for you, or have you 
been keeping it all ticking over with some 
fun or useful tasks? We asked experts and 
readers for their top tips…

1
To keep interest alive as plants and
foliage start to die off, I like to make
small decorative displays, especially in

places that I pass every day.
At the moment I have a
display on a small, low 
garden table that I’ve 
moved to be near the back
door. It comprises an old
trug full of interesting
seed heads, and a too-
tiny-to-be-very-useful,
wibbly-wobbly, hand-
turned terracotta plant
pot into the top of which
I’ve stuck a couple of
interesting feathers I

found in the garden. Those in the know tell
me they’re from the new resident we saw a
lot overhead this year – a red kite!
Jo Wright, editor

2 
I love my specimen of hellebore
‘Christmas Star’, which produces
gorgeous white discs from the end of

November until Christmas. I also cluster
pots of evergreens and winter bedding
near the back door where they can be
appreciated. Sculpture and statuary can
also help provide welcome focal points,
so move them where they will have most
impact. I never cut down the stems of
herbaceous plants until late winter 
because they continue to provide visual
interest, especially when frosted, as well
as homes for wildlife. I also cut coloured
stems of dogwood and insert them into
gaps in borders for a temporary display.
Ian Hodgson, editor-at-large

3 
Winter pots! There are so many
gorgeous plants to play with in baskets
and containers – violas, ivy, cyclamen

and gorgeous evergreens like skimmia and
gaultheria – it’s the perfect way to make
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you feel good about your garden on a dark
winter day. And with the opportunity to go
mad with Christmas lights and wreaths,
there’s plenty more excitement in store!
Melissa Mabbi�, garden writer

4 
We’ve inherited a small, overgrown 
orchard that needs a good prune this 
winter – ideally on one of those rare 

sunny days that actually coincide with a 
weekend. In the meantime we’re clearing 
the weeds and brambles that 
have sprung up over summer to 
give us access to the trees when 
that opportune moment strikes. 
Marina Jordan-Rugg, associate editor

5 
Get out the Christmas 
lights, festoon the 
containerised fir tree and 

collect lichen, cones and berried 
branches from sorbus ‘Joseph 
Rock’ for indoor decorations. 
Pam Richardson, garden writer

6 
I like to keep the garden going – I’ve 
been greenhouse-sowing lettuces, 
peas, alpines (whose seed benefits 

from a period of dormancy), as well as 
indoor bulbs for a splash of colour. I like to 
buy more houseplants at this time of year 
to keep my surroundings green!
Karen Murphy, features editor

Long-time gardener John

Harrison is the best-

selling author of many

popular books, such

as Vegetable Growing

Month by Month. See his ,

www.allotment-garden.org

The wonder of 
winter gardening!



OUR DOUBLE GUARANTEE TO YOU
1. If you’re not totally happy with your order, return it within
30 days and we’ll replace or refund in full.
2. Should any hardy plants fail to thrive thereafter,
we’ll replace free of charge – you just pay the PP&I!

Peter McDermott

Head Gardener

Slow-growing and difficult
to propogate, these
stunning Acers are usually
very expensive...

And little wonder,
considering

the impact they
will make in your
garden for years to
come.They lose their
leaves in winter, but
burst with incredible
colour in spring, and
the colour-changing

foliage culminates
in an amazing

Autumn array.
Varieties include: Acer
palmatum ‘Atropurpureum’ Its burgundy-purple
leaves turn a brilliant shade of red in Autumn.
Grows to 5-6m tall in 20 years. Acer palmatum
‘Butterfly’ New deep red leaves first turn lime
green then to warm flame colours in the autumn.
It forms a 3m bush in 20 years. A must have for
any garden! Acer ‘Orange Dream’ – Bright orange
new growth fades to yellow in the autumn. A great
specimen shrub that grows to 3m over 20 years.

3 stunning ‘grafted’ varieties with
bright contrasting foliage
‘Colour changing’ throughout
Spring, Summer and Autumn
Compact, winter hardy and easy-care
– anyone can grow these!
Perfect for patio pots or beds, and
they love a shady spot!
Supplied as well-established potted
plants in 10.5cm pots

JAPANESE ACER

COLLECTION
3 POTTED PLANTS 

– JUST –

£14.99

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
1. Visit: YouGarden.com/GN354

2.  Telephone: 0844 6 569 569
Calls cost no more than 5p per min from a BT landline. Other network charges may vary.

3.   By post using the coupon
YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ
Offer available while stocks last. © YouGarden Ltd 2015

ALWAYS

USE

CODE:

GN354
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‘Orange Dream’

Acer palmatum ‘Atropurpureum’

ADDS 
YEAR-ROUND
INTEREST FOR
DECADES TO

COME!

‘Butterfl y’

“A must-have for any garden!” Constantly colour-changing foliage brings year round interest

COMPLETELY

WINTER

HARDY

“ NEW! Exquisite ‘Japanese Maple’ Collection – 
Bright, ‘Palmate’ Foliage For Perfect Patio Displays! ”

I enclose cheque/PO payable to
YouGarden (name & address on back) for £__________________
Or charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro card:

Card  Security
No.   No.

Start Expiry Maestro
Last 3 digits on reverse

Date Date Issue No.

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss First Name Surname

Address

Postcode

Email 

Telephone

Post to: YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ
ADVERT CODE: GN354

*A £6.00 surcharge will apply to the following postcode areas:
AB, BT, DD8-11, GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA27-28, KW, PA20-80, PH19-50,
TR21-25 & ZE. See website for full details.

ITEM OFFER DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY SUB TOTAL

510134
Japanese Maple ‘Acer’ Collection – 3 Established Plants £29.99 

  WAS £29.99 - NOW HALF PRICE! SAVE £15.00 £14.99  

These SPECIAL OFFERS go perfectly with your Japanese Maple Collection

510005 Gardenia ‘Kleims Hardy’ plant in a 9cm pot £9.99

510014 Prunus ‘Kojo No Mai’ in a 3L Pot £12.99

HOW TO SAVE AN EXTRA 10% OFF YOUR ORDER RIGHT NOW!

Join The YouGarden Club and

820001 SAVE 10% ON EVERY ORDER! £10.00

Deduct 10% (10p in every £1) if you joined The YouGarden Club
Add PP&I £6.99

TOTAL
ORDER

VALUE

WAS £29.99

HALF PRICE!

MEGA VALUE BONUS OFFER!
Gardenia ‘Kleim’s Hardy’

in a 9cm pot
The world’s fi rst winter hardy Gardenia variety! 

Stunning sweet fragrance, beautiful waxy, pure-white 
fl owers and deep-green evergreen foliage. Perfect in a pot 
or border for year-round displays - and hardy to -10˚C!

Item: 510005

NOW ONLY £9.99

+PP&I

Please tick if you prefer not to receive offers other than from You Garden.

 Yes, I would like to sign up to the FREE You Garden Newsletter!

 © YouGarden Limited 2015.

✓



ORDER CODE

TSOP622

When ordering online please use order code TSOP622 to access our special offers

Tel: 0844 573 7414
Maximum call charge for BT customers is 7p per minute. Calls from other networks may vary.

9am-8pm Weekdays

9am-6pm Weekends

www.thompson-morgan.com/TSOP622
The best quality plants and performance

you’ll ever receive or your money back.

100% Quality Satisfaction

Guarantee
Please send to: Thompson & Morgan, Dept TSOP622, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BU.

To place your priority order visit:

Cardholder’s name Expiry Date /

Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV

Please debit my: Visa Mastercard Maestro

5 Tomato Seeds

ONLY

£3.99 Paul Hansord,

Horticultural Director.

Tomato Waterers  If like me you grow tomatoes 
in a grow bag, they can be a nightmare to water. During 
my travels, I came across tomato waterers. They have 
made watering my tomatoes  so easy that  you can water 
your plants in one easy go with no water run-off, as the 

one gallon reservoir allows the water to percolate into the compost. I have less split 
tomatoes now and they will last for three seasons, making them very cost effective.

Tomato ‘Mountain Magic’ F1 Hybrid
Now you can enjoy bumper crops of
wonderfully flavoursome tomatoes that 
won’t succumb to blight! Long clusters 
of deliciously sweet tomatoes will 
smother your ‘Mountain Magic’ plant 
from July through to October.  And that 
is not all! This amazing tomato has an 

exceptional resistance to blight. It not only has the ability 
to withstand early blight, it also carries inbuilt genes 
against late blight which has had such a virulent effect 
on UK crops, It also has in built genetic resistance to both 
wilt and cracking giving you uniform, evenly shaped, 

round, rich red tomatoes. And to top it all and something I have never seen before 
in modern hybrids, you will be hard pushed to fi nd better fl avour from such a disease 
resistant variety. This tasty, all purpose tomato really has everything going for it and 
is delicious eaten raw from the vine, in salads or in cooking. Easy to grow in sunny 
vegetable areas and borders as well a in grow bags and patio containers.

I am so confi dent that you will not be disappointed with your crop that
I will give you double your money back if you don’t believe it’s the best
tomato you have ever grown! *Dispatched next working day.

To increase your yields even more, try Chempak Tomato Food which
recently won Which? Best Buy beating all leading brands.

Product Code Item Description Price Qty  Total

TM54735 Tomato ‘Mountain Magic’ - 5 Seeds £3.99  

TM64943P Tomato ‘Mountain Magic’ - 10 Seeds SAVE 99p £6.99  

TJ17057  Chempak Tomato Food 1kg £9.99

TJ45012 5 x Tomato Waterers £9.99

TJ45013 10 x Tomato Waterers SAVE £4.99 £14.99

T57591 Tomato Growing Bag £6.99

T57592P         

  P&P £4.95

Grand

Total 

Every gardener’s dream -

The fi rst fully blight resistant tomato
Voted Vegetable of the Year 2016

Built in resistance to blight

Very sweet and fl avoursome

Versatile variety ideal for salads,
sandwiches and cooking

Smooth ruby red tomatoes, evenly 
shaped and crack resistant

Dispatched

within 24 hours*

Email                                                                                                                                  

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to ‘Thompson & Morgan’ for £                                                                                                                                               

Name                                                                                                                                                        

Address

Postcode Telephone

Occasionally we make our mailing list available to other reputable organisations. If you prefer not to be included in mailings

from other carefully selected companies please tick . By providing your email address we will be able to contact you

quickly in the event of a query with your order. You will also receive our regular email newsletter with all our latest special

offers. If you do not want to receive our email offers please tick . We DO NOT pass email addresses or telephone numbers

to any third parties. © 2015 Thompson & Morgan.

FREE 2015 
Plant, Seed 

and Bulb 
Catalogue

Out Now!
Please send me
my free copy

(tick box)
or request online.


